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SOMEWHERE.
Somewhere,

under the morning

skies,

to grow;
Buds and blossoms make haste
dyes,
Roses blushing in crimson
.
Fair white lilies with hearts of snow
;
ther
toge
sing
us
Blithe little heart, let

her.
Somewhere, always, is Summer weat

CHINESE OORRESPONDENCE.

Beyond the Foreign settlements, spoken
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suburb.

densely

populated and extending from the river
to the wa'led city. Itis a mile or more

OORRESPONDENOE.

in length and in some places half a

§

THE LAST FIFTY YEARS. IN ENGLAND.

The Star enters upon

not arrived,

Dec. 10, 1875.

It is on the left (west) bank,

ENGLISH

company Mr. Stanley; but as they had

SHANGHAI, CHINA, §

native

a new half-cen-

the
tury. For fifty years it has illumined
blessWhat
hope.
sky of many a life and
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ings its rays have carried to the heart
y
testif
now
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reade
few
a
not
mind
y
testif
would
more
on earth, and still

could they speak from His presence who

mile

wide. Altogether, in the city and suburbs, there are probably half a million of
souls in Shanghai. ~ The wall around the
city is about three miles in circumference,

twenty-séven feet high, and broad enough

on top for two carriages to drive abreast.
It is surmounted with a parapet with guns

mounted here and there at the embrasures

and on the bastions. There are arched
gateways through the walls, two upon
each side, except the west, where there is
but one. Double doors, thick and iron-

is the ** root and offspring of David, and
the bright and morning star.” The re- | pound, close these entrances to the city
trospect the occasion makes appropriate about dark every night.
for you on your side of the Atlantic, su
Suppose we pass in with the crowd and
gests to your English correspondent a re- take a look at the city. By a flight or two
trospect at home.
of steps we reach the top of the wall ‘and
The past fifty years have been as event- look off over a sea of black roofs. There
ful for Englandas for America, and show
are no steeples in view, and only here
a real, definite and permanent progress.
and there is the monotony broken by the
Fifty years ago there were no railroads ;
tower of a mission chapel, of which there
there was no cheap postage; there were
In some
ave eight of all denominations.
no telegraphs. The steamboat was known,
s may be
temple
the
of
roofs
the
cases
but intercourse between nations on each
seen, larger and higher than the surside of the Atlantic was difficult and slow.
rounding buildings ; otherwise from this
Fifty years ago, England was still responpoint we can see no difference. Take a
at
and
sible for slavery in her colonies;
Upon
look at the surrounding country.
home Roman Catholics were politically
the north are the Foreign settlements.

disfranchised, while a miserable minority
of Englishmen in ‘rotten boroughs”

were the constituency that elected the
Commons and House of Parliament. Fifty years ago, municipal offices were open

only to members of the Anglican church,
and Non-conformists could not bé married
but in parish churches from whose worship they dissented, and by a marriage
ceremony at the hands of priests whose
teachings they repudiated. Fifty years ago
the two ancient English universities were
absolutely closed and sealed against Non: the London University
conformists, and
Fifty years ago, churchd.
was not founde

To the east is

the
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Village, Mass., and the occupants badly

QUOTES.
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water.
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ing place to equal rights and equal privi- caused some delay. They
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for two hours up a steep hill, the road on
leges; and a few more years will show
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t the Bible, the
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taught
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and ecclesiastical arrogance and abuse ble thickets, the resort of
‘is more important to
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the and its shores, and-aftei another hour of readin
yourselves in America, and to which
a, a huntThe Golden Rule has discovered the
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d
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the
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aided
King
of
really
has
station
ing
labor,
of
nent a share
about the next presidential election,
gen- their ** respective countries in the refreshsocial progress, and advanced the
and it is that ¢ performance sand not
" furnished by Lake Victoria
ing liquid
and not labels, pereral freedom of the world.
Jromise s, character rms,
Nyanza.
THOMAS GOADBY.
what men are
Sons and not platfo
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Here they expected to find the thirty nd what they do—not what they seem to
49+
canoes of King Mtesa, which were to acphrases to ex-

their callow young;

Ap

AND

Journal, recently, that he

pondent of the

A bug

socket, R. I.; loss $34,000.

*W. H.

on and undefiled be-

mand act as ministers of State ; Non-confor

of in my last, is a large
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that among the many hundred voices he
professionally tested before appearing
‘the boards of the Opera Comique (and
has had that office to perform for the

In Patterson, N.J.,two

has om
he
list

Houses, nearly completed, the tower
new
tion in Murchison Bay. All along the
Street Baptist church, fences eight years) he never found a sweeter or”
Willis
the
of
or
column
a
en cut into, puts as good as
route were gardens luxuriant with the
poles were blown down, clearer one than Miss Cary’s.
telegraph
in
and
Bible
the
of
favor
in
two of argument
banana and sweet potato. In crossing a
roofs were blown off. . MRS. SCOTT-SIDDONS gave a Cambridge
of
number
a
and
ion
the schools into the use of the quotat
muddy canal by a rude bridge of logs and
chimney of the

the select éircle of Her Majesty's advisers

Dearer nestlings were never seen,
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The Tlustrated Christian Weekly, which
is too full of excellent pictures to be oft-

as far as Usovara, the point of embarka-

ligion ; Non-conformists are admitted to

green,
Somewhere, down in the sedges
Birds are brooding

Uyanda, he resolved to accompany

cise it; Parliament throws wide its doors
to men of every religion, and of no re-

ists sit on the judicial bench and adminis-

json St., Chicago, Ill.

HULING, Manager, 6

of Col. de Bellefonds.

The Colonel states, under the first},
date, that as Mr. Stanley was leaving
EXOHANGE
him |\

NO.

in Moscow,
Catholic ehurch, a brick structure, un- Annie Louise Cary for her debut
& correstold
He
ce.
Providen
in
mow
is
completed, was blown down at Woon-

We hope soon to
Mr. Stanley.
from
hear again directly

and is dated April 15th, 16th, 17th, and
:
18th.

.

and

looking southward the eye traces its
course, for many a mile, winding among
fertile fields, looking like a silver thread
as it vanishes in the distance. As far as

the

travelers

took

a walk

plank, fastened by

withes

of

we are goingto

which,

according

to

Webster,

the

of length
contains

39.87-100 inches. These *‘ boats are propelled by paddles, the crew sitting two
by two, and varying in numbers from

fourteen to twenty-four, decording to the

size of the boat.” The day was spent in
a preliminary excursion upon the bay,
Mr.
Col. de Bellefonds accompanying
Stanley in the Lady Alice, and the canoes
going with them, and performing many
maneuvers at the command of the admiral ; the drum of that officer being beaten
all the time.

At five o'clock on the morning of the
17th, the drums began to beat, as the sig-

that I must

GOVERNMENT OFFICERS CONVICTED.
Eight of the government officers. convicted at Indianapolis of complicity in

you haven't applauded a bit in the course
of all my selections from the greatest.

sentenced last

the whiskey frauds, were

three years in the penitentiary and a sim-

ilar fine, and Robb, the distiller, was sent

sentence of

John W. Bingham was postponed.

WASHINGTON OORRESPONDENCE."

Ma-

guire, the collector at St. Louis, was permitted to plead guilty to dereliction of

WASHINGTON, D. C. 3
Feb. 1, 1876. {

-spiracy being withdrawn.
the logic of excluding the Bible from the
MISCELLANEOUS.
s for conscience’s sake; we must al-

school

things

authority, like keeping

General Sherman has

same

on the

nal to prepare for starting. Mr. Stanley
had his baggage conveyed on board the
Lady Alice, and his Anglo-American flag.
hoisted. The two friends then went together to the side of the vessel, ¢ pressed
hands together and mutually commended
each other to the protection of Heaven.”
Stanley then stepped on board, and took

announced that

he never was, is not now, and never will

the Centennial

have.

plenty of applause for the nonsensical
piece I read about the selling of a lot of
old bachelors to a lot of old maids.” They
applauded the next Shakespearean selection
;
lustily.

Hill, the ex-deputy revenue collector, got

The

you

author the world ever knew, but

weck to two years each in the penitentiary, and to pay a fine of $1,000 each.

to jail for one year.

read a good dealof Shake-

speare, for Cambridge people were classical,
and Shakespeare they must have. Now,

up

follow

consistently

| 80 do several other

seams being caulked with bark and mud.”

A meter is a French measure

:

duty in not reporting the irregularities of
The Louisville Journal suggests that if distillers in his district, the charge of con-

of hewn

osier,

audience a decided hit recently, after they

feet high.

ARMY MATTERS, ETC.
‘After much talk about the reduction. ef ~
the army expenditures, the chairman of
the House Military committee has introduced his bill. It proposes to save about +
$500,000 in the items of pay, quarters, and
forage, the chief amount to be taken from

United
Exhibition buildings closed each day of be a candidate for President of the
for the 2d lieutenants, but why they should
$2,500
of
ation
will
appropri
they
——An
s
States.
week :—* For the Greek

the

all other officers
have their pay reduced and

the family of the late Representative Stark‘Tuesday ; for the Assyrians on Wednes- weather, of Conn., has been made by
day ; for the Egyptians on Thursday ; for, Congress.—The Senate of Finland has

on

close it on Monday ; for the Persians

the Turks, the Arabs, and all Mohammedan nations on Friday ; for the Jews

and

| Seventh-day Baptists on Saturday ; and
half.
a
and
one
or
one,
of
beam
with a
for us Christians they will close it on
lengths

the

J.,

ney of J. Dodd's factory, one hundred: whén I consented to come to Cambridge

press"— will decide the matter.

large trees, «that might afford cover, with

It is made up of many

N.

cotton-wood factory, seventy feet high, had laughed over the story in verse of the She said: “I was told:
was blown down, as was also the ehim- | « punny Auction.”

be or can frame cunning

along the shores of the lake ; and in the
course of this walk they saw a numberof

their thick shade, to five hundred people
at once.” When an incision is made
into the bafk or roots of these trees,
« there exudes a resinous gum which appears verysiybilar to the ‘masts’ that
the Cairo women chew.”
At four o'clock on the morning of the
16th, the squadron of canoes came in sight
under the command of the chief officer
of King Mtesa’s navy. Each canoe is
about ten to twelve meters in length,

Newark,

In

ed by law, it is difficult to“ see. The:
n given is that this class of - officers
voted the sum of 600,000 marks toward | ane mostly unmarried, and can live upon:
the construction of a canal from the White
While the salaries.
this diminished salary.
Sea to. the Baltic.——The betrothal of of the General of the army, the Lieutenant-

Sunday and open the beer-garden for us.”
—The Independent adds that “if we are

‘to go to such an extreme of court esy as to
accommodate ourselves to all the nation

Princess Beatrice, the youngest daughter
and

of Queen Victoria,

Prince

on

the Bosnian

legislature, has just been repealed by the
Republican legislature.——The Prohibitionists of Ohio have called a convention

abolish

dans ; invite

any

offending

director

to

commit hari-kars, out of politeness to the

Japanese ; and, should any of our great
men die, deck the whole country in yellow, lest the celestial eyes of the Chinese
should be offended by our black mourn- |
ing.

After all, the best way to please our

guests will be to conduct the Exposition
on American principles.”
>-o0-O ++

EVENTS OF THE WEEK.
JABEZ BURNS AND JOHN FORSTER.

est of

the Catholics,

for February 23d, at

same day last week—Tues-

last

or in reply

Mrs.

Louise

Blaine’s

to

that

MOULTON

\

‘on

speech

of

amnesty,

of it which -

portion

¢ simply

am

atrocious libel of the best and greatest
man in America, and will fall harmless a%
the feet of this persecuted hero.” Such:
utterances are well calculated perhaps (2)
to bring about the era of good feeling between the sections.
THE GENEVA AWARD.
The original Geneva award of $15,500,000

has by the

addition

be $20,000,000.

Now

of interest

grown to

even if the insurance

risks shall be allowed this sum will more
The amount paid
than meet all the claims.
out to this time, is about

CHANDLER

re-

rations

The

refers to Jeff Davis, that it is

Columbus, to nomi-

PERSONAL.
sailed for Europe.

suspicion.

with

says of Mr.

S004
+o

By a rare coincidence, two Englishmen,

Rev. Jabez Burns, D. D., was born
day.
For a
in 1805, in Oldham, England.

by the

passed

the

the West Point cadets are also to be cut
down.
A Mississippi paper, called the Oxford”
Falcon, published in Mr. Lamar’s district,

nate a ticket for State officers.—ExCollector Maguire, under indictment for
complicity with the St. Louis whiskey
frauds, last week pleaded guilty to all but
one of the counts in the indictment.—
The Republican journals of Paris are corfident of a majority of their party in the
new Senate, and argue that this fact insures the consolidation of the Republic.
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died on the

country will look upon this
duction
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"THE
relief of their burdens.
(3) David made |
inquiry of God through the appointed :
method, by the high priest. We have ac-

‘Sabbath School Lesson,.—Feb. 20,

counts before this of his consulting the
Lord in this way. The breastplate of the

———

(For

high

AND NOTES BY PROF. J. A. HOWE,
Questions see Lesson Papers.)

priest

coituined

ESTABLISHED

what

Urim and Thummim.
wore; suspended

“DAVID

around

KING.

the

called

Egyptian

by

deck,

was

a

priests

golden

an image

chain

of Themis,

and always necessarily small.

5: 17-95,

“@ouoeN Texr: “ Believe in’ the Lord
Your

God, so shall yeibe established.”

2 Chron. 20:20.

>

Notes and Hints.
Cl
Events Omrrep. © Four chapters and
part of a fifth our lessons skip to start
where they do to-day. (1)The first gives
account of an Amalekite falsely reporting
that he bad slain Saul, and of his bringing the royal jewels and crown to David.
The lament

of David

follows, in

which:

what he says of Jonathan is touching and

true, but what

he says of Saul is like the

nation at Hebron, of Ishbosheth’s reign
over all but the tribe of Judah, and of a

* contest between the Israelites under Abner and the men of Judah under Joab.
(3) The third chapter opens with a siatement that there was a war between the

house of David and the house of Saul, the

latter constantly weakening, the former
growing stronger,and it gives an account
of Joab’s treacheryin the death of Abner.
(4) The fourth chapter narrates the particulars

of Ishbosheth’s

assasination, and

ofthe deathof the assassinsat the command
of David. (5) In the former part of the
fifth chapter the comingof all the tribes
to Hebron

to anoint

David, his

brilliant

exploit in the capture of Zion from the
Jebusites, the kindness of Hiram in building David a house at Jerusalem, and

some account of David's household, are
written ; then the event which we are to

study.
- 17. THE PHILISTINES SEEK WAR WITH
Davin.
“But
when
the Philistines
heard = that they had anointed David
king over Israel, all the

Philistines came

up to seek David; and David heard of it,
and went down to the hold.”
(1) The
Philistines * seek” David to fight with
bim. They doubtless regarded David as
a traitor to them. They had received him
as an adopted citizen, and fora year and
a half he bad dwelt in their country. He
had gone out ‘to war with them in the
very campaign in which Saul was slain, but
was sent back by their chiefs. Hence,
they would have especial enmity against
David.
(2) The Philistines transferred to
David the enmity they had for so long a
period held against the nation, and had
showa during the reign of Saul towards

him.

(3) While David was contending

with Ishbosheth the Jewish nation was
divided against itself, and exhausted its

powers dt hdthe.
then devote

The

their

Philistines could

energies

elsewhere.

But

when the church

is

united

under its

king, its power for good is irresistable,
and Satan seeks its overthrow.
Discord
is weakness and consumption in every
band, whether

of home,

or

church,

or

state. (5)The hold to which David ‘‘went
down” was undoubtedly
the cave of
Adullam.
The Philistines had at this
time a garrison at Bethlehem, a fact that
reveals their daring and strength, and
.also how ineffectual had been the wars
of Saul against this powerful people.
Becall, however, the state of subjection

to the Philistines at the beginning of Sauls

reign. 1 Sam. 13:19—22.
The place to
which David went wasa natural stronghold in the lowlands of Judah.
1 Sam.
22:1. Itis supposed to have been in the
limestone hills, in the neighborhood of
Beit Jibrin, about eight or ten miles

south-west from Bethlehem.

In the time

«of Relioboam it was a fortified place. 2
Chron. 11:7.
18.
THE POSITION OF THE PHILisTINES. *¢ The Philistines also came and

spread themselves

in’ the valley of Re-

phaim.”
(1) The words ‘ spread themselves” mean put themselves in array ;
or, in more modern speech, formed a line

of battle. See 1 Sam. 4:2, marginal note.
(2) The place was a valley, among the
hills on the west of Bethlehem.
'Itisa
broad, fertile valley, stretching north to a
rocky ridge forming the brow of the val-

ley of Hinnom.

Tke meaning of Rephaim

is giants, a name derived from an an«cient and stalwart race whose home was
formerly here. Gen. 14:5.
The Greek
Bible calls it.the ** valley of tlie Titans.”
43) The Philistines are the aggressors in
this war, for reasons already given.

19.

DAVID SEEKS FOR DIvINE

' tmx.

DiIrkc-

“And David inquired of the Lord,

saying, Sha!l I go up to the Philistines?

.syilt thou deliver them

And

the Lord

into

said, Go up;

min®

hand?

for I will

«doubtless deliver the Philistines into thine
hand.” (1) David was in trouble.
He

«dreaded the battle.
strong.

He

The

was for the first

enemy
time

was
at the

headof the nation.
Its future, as well
-asdis own, was in suspense, depending
«on theuncertain issues/of a battle. (2)

~ He consulted the Lord and sought direcfrom on'high. How wise and. comgion
~ mendable his course! In our last war,

~ President Lincoln called several times the

nationto prayer to God ‘for aid and di-

mection.
The young may thus learn
what the wise and great of earth do for

in this image a symbol of their office, of

the purity of motive

which alone could

Communications,

ss taken for this purpose, because, after
an overflow of the Nile, beetles, as if self-

god, or an

inscription

the: Dead or

other

from

the

Book of

like work.

suppose the¢¢ white stone” of

Writers
Rev.

2:17,

and the * new name written” thereon, {0

PUBLIO SOHOOLS AND THE GOLLEGE.
BY REV. O. E. BAKER.

things, while his passive mind was a harp

about this battle.

:

20, 21. THE FIRsT VICTORY.
* And
David came to Baal-perazim.” (1) Baal
means god, perazim means * breaches,
destructions ;” hence, * god of breaches”
or “god of destructions.” The name was
given to the’placé by David as a monument to his victory.
(2)
And David

smote them there, and said, the Lord hath
broken forth upon mine enemies before
me as the breach of waters:
Therefore,

he called the name of that place Baal-per-

azim. And there they left their images,
and David burned them.” The Philistines
trusted in their idols, and as the Israel-

ites once took the

ark

to

the

battle,

so

they brought their gods with them. David showed a good spirit in burning their
images, for his foilowers readily enough
would have tried their efficacy had he
led the way. He put the temptation out
of reach.
;

® 22,23. THE PHILISTINES RENEW

THE

WaR.
“ And the Philistines came up yet
again, and spread themselves in the valley of Rephaim. And when David inquired of the Lord he said, thou shalt not go
up, but fetch a compass behind them, and

come upon

them

berry trees.”

over

(1)

against

How

long

the

appear; probably

not long.

compass” reans go around

mul-

after the
not

¢ Fetch a
behind them,

outflank .them.
(2) « Mulberry trees”
in the Septuagint and in the Latin Bible,

are called ¢ pear-trees.” The bucah tree,
from a word signifying to weep, is more

probably the tsee meant.

It is so called

because the sap exades in drops when a

leaf is torn from it.
the balsam.

Baca

Some

gets its name

it of these trees.

The tree

resembles

suppose the valley of

from

the growth in
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OUR QUARTERLY MEETINGS.

lack, But has 4s- no excuse, David
might bave plead that at his tender age,

How Shall Theybe Improved!
BY

REV.

R. L.

~ | but he did not.

HOWARD.

That the hold of Quarterly Meeting

gatherings upon the denominational heart

not aceept it.

God.

Moses did, but God did
You are a co-laborer with

Whatever you plead, you plead to

him.

He might

have chosen angels
is_very strong, is-evident fromthe fact
,
yout
plice,
but
he
did not; and’ that
themse
must—be lve
educated, s;
—all the | all-time.
that
of
thé
one
hundred
and sixt -four
This measure can not but corrupt the
pretty
good
people. To this proposition all loyal
proof
he
did not wish to, that we number, one hundred’an
ftyAmericans are agreed. Bui such a peo- youth of our’ country, withholding moral three hold four sessions a
Ability
is
of
various
kinds. Some
year, and of the
ple must also be moral and religious, Of influences from them just at the period remaining eleven, eight hold
it
we
have.
It
consists
in Lreadth
three seswhen they
ruling

are forming character for life,
and peed cvery aid to wirlue. This
measure will bear upon its face the ap-

the scholar without = moral ; pringiple,
we have but too many samples, Of

What is morality,

dental, coerced,

or

proper?

Is it an acei-

selfish

conformity to

sions each, leaving three only to hold one
session a year. So fully are we committed to this, that any effort to change it
pearance of governmental endorsement,
would be like changing our organic life.
or of governmental indifference’ to it at
While it might Le done; it would be of
least, encouraging infidelity and infecting.
very doubtful expediency, not only bethe people ut large, as the pupils of the
cause of the friction and toil involved in
schools,
the act, but because of the difficulty of
Here we would speak of what may be
finding anything better to take its place.
feared, also, of the State universities.
Our polity, our experience, our hallowed
They are a part really of the public
memories demand it. The churches can
school system. It is in the plan to so cornol stand alone ahd exert a general influrelate them as that they shall be reciproence. ‘The Quarterly Meeting

cal, the student

Has

it, indeed, been

much a religious being

considered

man

is?

to

pass from

the public

gregate

is our ag-

of power.

It is our presiding

schools‘to the university, and from thg
elder, our bishop.
And as such, it should
latter back again to'the schools, as teachbe sustained. It can not sustain itself.
ers, or to other. departments of society.
Something is not born of nothing in this
The university is, therefore, to exert a
respect, more than in any other. There
molding influence upon the students of
must be will power, sacrifice, -and toil,
the
ntry. Brt the university, it is
somewhere.

the moral law ? But there is no virtue
or reliability in such a principle. Does
it consist in a hearty acquiescence in the
right and the good,—in a principle of unselfishness which looks to the claims
and interest of all concerned? But this
is religion,—tbe purest, best religion in
the universe, revealed in the Bible and per-

be thus explained. It is here we learn
the meaning of the Jewish high priest's
We
say, hence, the
breastplate, and of Urim and Thymmim. p fected in heaven.
It is supposed that revblations were made people must be religious as well as edby the priest’s fastening his eyes on the ucated, aad upon the prevalence of Bicenter of this - breastplate where Urim, ble religion depends everything involythe symbol of Light, was worn, and that ed in a safe and successful civil governgazing there he became Jost to all earthly ment,

in the hands of the Divine Spirit. Thus
the communications of God were received

’

ical and startling,so long this joint opposition will be maintained. In Congress,
in the State legislatures, in the churches,
In pablic print, in every department
of society, this issue is to. be kept alive,
irritating, festering, corrupting through

fit them for it. Besides'this, they wore a governments, cultivated but irreligious,
distracted and finally overthrown, histo.
breastplate,
corresponding in position
and size to that of Jewish high priests. ry reports a sufficient number. The fact
In the center of this breastplate and right is, ho amount of wealth, no degree of edover the heart, as the Urim on the heart ucation,no skill of statesmanship,can posof Aaron, was worn a peculiar symbol of sibly save a government from speedy
Light. It was an efpression of the high- overthrow, whose administration is not
est religions’ thought then understood, dictated by an honest regard for right
;
It ‘represented the Sun, the Universe, Lite, as such.
We say moral aud religions. Here is a
Light, Creation, Resurrection. This symool was the Scarabaeus,which was doubt- needless distinction, but for custom.

first Lattle the second took place does

Now that the nation was united again it
became formidable, and demanded the at-

tention of thePhilistines.
(4) So when
the church is“divided into factions, it confumes on itself its powers of usefulness,
and can not make itself feared by Satan.

They saw

generated, swarmed forth from the mud.
This symbol bore on it the name of the

panygyric of a hired mourner. (2) In the
second chapter the record of David’s coro-

STAR,

The people of our government,

Truth, made often out of precious stones.

R Samuel

MORNING

4

iL

i

Es

S. Ss. Department,
‘QUESTIONS

“

Rb

@

provided,

must

not be

self, this provision may
perverted and

abused

be, it is destined to
evil continually.
is interpreted {o
They can not, of
al theology,

mor

sectarian.

In it-

be all right, but
as it is,

and isto

work evil and only
To be non-sectarian
mean
non-religious.
course, teach doetrinany

plest duties of religion.

That our Quarterly Meeting sessions

are generally made what ‘they should be,
no one will claim. Often they fall below

the average of the usual Sunday services,

especially when held in our larger churches with our strongest pastors. The courtesies of the meeting are such as to weakmore the simHistory and the en its general influence, and frequently
we hear the disappointed and tried exinterpreted inclaim,

must

net be

jg

of
of

thought, partly, in a knowledge of the
work to be done, and. the skill to do it.
The Quarterly Meeting is in part our mis-

sionary power, our unification of stren
in our evangelizing work. It is the nurs.

ing mother to our feeble interests, the
sponsor for our ministry, the spur to our
indolent churches, the corrector of local

faults and abuses, the inspirer
of hopes,

broader and grander than in any one nar-

row localily,and the cause of a strength and

development in pastors and churches far
above the possibilities of any one local

sphere.”

Surely, in most of these direc. =

tions you have ability.

Then, there is abil.’

ity in planning, getting forces to work,
bringing means to bear, overcoming diffi.

culties.

Some are fertile. in expedients

and resources, always know what to do,
Others would, if they tried. Some seem

only able to oppose, always

negative and

hinder, never originate and suggest, They

have no

lack of ability,

They only need

to have the waters of their hearts sweet-

ened in order to remove their chronic ob-

stinacy.

A little more Jesus. would put

them all right. * Every member in all our

churches ought to have ability enough to
run the engine, to hoist the gate, or put
bow | {, dny sanction of the Word
“I
on
would
oil when in motion. All may not be
rather
not
have
any
of God.
His | Goa and his providence must be left out Quarterly Meeting.” And in the weaker [eloquent or even impressive, but any man

| sciences

in

moral faculties are to govern, absolutely, | of the question,
and natural causes only bodies the interest seems to be waning, can make or record a motion, and do it
all the rest. All men condition moral must be sought
and assigned for every A squad of brethren weet to transact a promptly; can vote nnderstandingly, can
virtue upon
the

moral power.

ruling exercise of the
Though a man “under-

little routine - business,

event.
We do not say that all the

amounting to but

little more than to oil the machinery, that

univérsities
siood all knowledge,” and. though he | have gone to this
extent,
but
we do say it may run three months longer, hear three
were to do 2 deed involving
or four

sermons from ministers whose
more good | that the principle which attacks the Bible
to the race, and to the universe, than the | jn the schools,and
in the State, and which churches are shut up over Sunday for the
sum of all the good deeds of the. whole interprets
almost all Christian work into occasion, and go home, fecling that their
race since the morning of time,

if it were

sectarianism,

leads legitimately

to this,

even suspected that he was actuated by | and that not a
selfish mdtives, that his deed, however tending rapidly few of the universities are
to such a state of things.
good in ‘itself, was matter of accident,
But, at the same time that religion, unor of force,—that it was the product of | gor the
title of sectarianism, is “expelled
anything short of the principle of un- from the univers
ities, there is not a law,
selfishness,
all men, the
worst as the
and can not be, nor a principle, so much
best, would deny him even the sem- | 4g
discouraging the free dissemination of
blance of moral virtue and praiseworth- any or
all the forms of infidelity. From
iness.
:
president to pulpit, history and the sciNo good which all men combined could | ences may
be interpreted, in a manner,

confer upon a man, no good which God
himself might impart, could possibly be |
any real ultimate benefit to him without |
his exercise of the moral principle which
accepts gratefully, and appropriates be- |
nevolently, It will readily appear, hence, |
that religion has to do with all that a |
man does himself, and with all that 1s

done for him, by his

fellow-men

and

however much opposed to the Word of
God. Infidelity is not sectarianism, and
there is therefore no law against it.
The result is, many of the universities are becoming hot-beds of infidelity.
Large numbers of young men are sent
from these places every year, to enter the
several influential professions, especially

his | to

enter

the public

schools

travel and sacrifice, united with the va.
cant pulpits of the other churches, are
but poorly compensated by.the work done
or the good gained.
That the closing of so many churches
on Sunday would be obviated by holding
our Quarterly Meetings in the middle of

the week, is true.

But except in a few of

the stronger Quarterly Meetings, —thirteen in all now practicing it,—this is
found to be impracticable, for various

reasons not pertinentto this article.

And

did our people change their Quarterly
Meeting sessions from Friday to Tuesday

or Wednesday,

what we wish to say about

improving them would be equally applicable.
The demand seems to be, how to make
the six hundred god thirty-nine gatherings
of our brethren, throughout the length

as teachers,
Maker. There
is no getting
away | who are moral pests,—thoroughly skepti- and breadth of our denominati
on, fi
from the claims of God and religion. | eal.
Quarterly Meeting sessions, within
this
When men come to so legislate as that|
General Grant, while falling in with year, more profitable,
the fish shall loathe the water and the | this
1.- We would solemnly and earnestly
new reform, sees, nevertheless, the
bird the air and forest, then may they | advantage
comm
end to them a text of Scripture,
it gives to error, and proposes
hope to legislate themselves and their | that both religio
n and infidelity be ban- “Do all to the glory of God,” and ask
fellow-men into a citizenship which shall | ished from the schools
. Here is a prob- them to apply it to the Quarterly Meeting,
ignore the immutable distinctions be- [em more difficul
t than the taking of Do it in the churches, and at home before
tween right and wrong, and the obliga- | Richmond. Who
are the wise men of starting. Also do it in the conference.
tions of man to man, and of all men to | State, who, after ignorin
g the Bible as a God will be glorified in a live, competent,
their Maker and Redeemer.
standard of right, shall determine what is energetic, aggressiveand influential
QnuarWe say, Bible religion. -A mere re- religion and what infidelity, and shall terly Meeting. He is not glorified
by a
slim, desponding, sickly ene. It
ligion of some kind is not what is want. | distinguish between these a the
must
wholeed, As, with the nature of the fish;
or of | SOMe customs and laws the
State is to en-, honor him. Not inferentially, or nomi|nally, alone, but actually. If this thoug
the bird, nothing but water, or the air and force?
.
ht
forest, would answer the purpose, so, with|
We conclude with this inquiry, —What controls when the delegates are chosen
the powers and susceptibilities in man’s | is the remedy?
And we take occasion {o and the conference meets, permeating all
composi
durin

give undivided attention, can sound the
uote of alarm in sight of breakers, or

whistle *“ down brakes” i danger is ahead.

Ability in a body consists "in the presence

of divers gifts and characteristics.
all ministers.

Not

old, not all young.

all deacons.

Not

Not all

The practical with

the theoretical, the matter-of-fact with the

speculative, the doubtful with the san-

guine, the

cautious

with

the

impulsive,

the stern and determined with the gentle
and tender, and the unmovable and fixed
with the yielding and undecided are needed. We want business men, like Burr,
and Dodge, and G. H. Stuart. We must

find work for such men.

Must get the

men. Men of character, men of means
and influence, and must plan so as to use
them. Said a good minister once, when
the brethren were working zealouslyin
Quarterly Conference, ** Let's get through
this business
as quickly as possible,
and get to singmg
and praying.
I
am tired of this.” Poor wan. He litile
kuew what he did. Could he have seen
the look on the faces of some of his brethren, it would bave given him a chill.
‘Need it be told that his church languished

and died?.

Not but that singing and pray-

ing are right, but getting through with
business in Zion is wrong, and will be till
the day is done and the work ended.
6. And the churches must be willing
|
to sacrifice for the Quarterly Meetings.
Give

their

ministers,

them.

Every

terly

Meetings,

blow

deacons,

struck

weakens

all,

for

at the Quar-’
the

churches.

So does ali
|githholding, and every failure. Do not
“vapsider them a tax apon
the churches, but a
ing to them. Instead of its costing the churches so much
to support them, it would soon cost them

their life not to do it. ‘The. churches
24, 25. THE SECOND VICTORY.
“And
where the Quarterly Meetings are held
tion, certain conditions of mind | say that, so far as the matter of
g business sessions, and the hours
let it be when thou hearest the sourd of
of
education
a going in the tops of the mulberry trees, and modes of life are, in the nature of may affect the history of the government worship, it will go a long way, among a should learn this. It is very damaging to
that thou shalt bestir thyself; for then ‘things, absolutely essential. These con- | and the ultimate well-being of the people, truly pious people, toward correcting all one’s zeal 10 go a long distance to attend
shall the Lord go out before thee to smite stitute man’s religion, and this is the re- | We are persuaded that the chief remedy is the fault. It would involve enough of a session of the Quarterly Meeting, and
true godliness and consecration to lift
ligion of the Bible. Whether the man | to be found in the buildin
the hosts of the Philistines.
us find an empty church ; not even the resiAnd David
g and patronage out
or
the
of all cause of complaint.
nation,
dent members present. And, perchance,
therefo
re,
all
ought to be | of religious colleges—colleges that shall
did so as the Lord bad commanded him,
2. To sustain and vitalize a Quarterly to meet with one or two whom we know,
and smote the Philistines from Geba until religious. Further} it is believed gener- | be ample in facilities, thorough in scholally,that men are immortal,
are to live forBarship, and positive in religious influence. Meeting session re quires the presence of and have thein tell him they did not know
thou come to Gazer.” (1) The sound of
ever,
and
that
their
well
being
This alone would be a it was Quarterly Meeting time, or that it
a going in the top of the mulberry trees
in the fu-|
Whence come most of our young ‘men its members.
marked, a wonderful event in the history was to be there. Nothing helps the comture, as in the present life, depends up- | and young women suited
is a favorite .illus{ration
to the work dof
of the Lord's
How insignifi- | reforming the world, but from these in. of most of our Quarterly Meetings. When mencement of a Quarterly Meeting seswork in the beginning of a revival. 2) on their being religious.
When did half of sion, after the presence of the Master,
Some commentators think
stitutions? These have been, and must did they all come?
marching” cant, therefore, all earthly things!
them? Look at our rul 3. about a quo- like a good, generous welcome, in force,
Now, in the light of the foregoing con- | yet be, the chief sources
or ** stepping” would give the majesty of
of supply for the
the divine movement better than ¢ go- siderations, how are we to regard the | gospel ministry, for missions, and for gum rum. They ought never to be necessary, on the part of the church convening it.
€
e emergency was remarkable. Such meetings are always blessed. They
ing.” See Psalm 68:7, where the same | present opposition to Bible reading in | ery branch of Christian work.
Battles are not fought with half the sol- grow upon us. They are
word is used. (3) This was the signal the schools, and the demand that the
full of hospiWe repeat that it is, and 45 to be, the
diers off duty. Legislatures are not per- tality, and sywpathy, and helpful
for the prompt action of David; just as State,also,shall ignore thé Bible, religion, | imperative duty of the God-fe
ness, and
aring
peomitted to sit with a majority of their mem- their premise is always
when the church, having evidence that and the God of both?
abundantly veriple of our country to build and patronize
bers absent.
We can conceive no greater calamity | religious
Even town and
school fied.
the Spirit of God is affecting sinners, must
.
institutions, at whatever cost. boards
secure a full attendance. And are
6. Expect large things of the Quarbestir itself to gain decisive results. The than the execution of these schemes. | The public school is stung in the bud.
literal reading is not *‘ bestir thyself,” The historian could, in such case, at| Beset as it is, and pursued as it is to be, we not a fighting corps? Are we not leg- terly Meeting. In our thought and faith
islative bodies, and executive boards with raise it out of the
but +‘ thou shalt be sharp.”
rut of litileness into
(4) Gebar once date the beginning of our country’s by this blight of irreligion, there is no Zion,
time and eternity at stake ?
which our own failures haye helped to run
decline.
means the same as Gibeon.
reasonable hope that it will ever incul1 Chron.
To prefer our own business at home, is it. Raise its standa
rd, and then work
It will be after to-day, when our coum | cate the moral prireiples which,
14:16. See Isainh 28:21.
¢ Uatil thou
above all to kill the Quarterly Meeting. We have and pray for it. How
seldom do we pray
come to Gazer,” or Gezer, as its name is, iry willbe guilty of so rash a measure. | else, ought to be imparted to the youth of
men nmong us who can find time to go to for its sessions
except when we are in
(Josh. 10:33; 21:21,) denotes here rath- How can she ever? With the Bible and | our land. Do we over-estimate the value
a caucus, a railroad meeting, or any other them.
How often do we prepare for
er the road to Geezer than the very place religion ignored, what standard of right | of the moral sentiment? What but
an public gathering, pleading a stern sense them, as
Joshua told the people to do, by
and
wrong shall the government adopt, | unmitigated curse is educati
iteelf.
* Until thou come to Gazer” is a
on without a of duty, who are deaf to all such pleas
in sanctifying ourselves in expectation of
biblical way of saying until thou come to and what authority shall dictate the en- controling moral princip
le ? Ignorance, the Zion of God. Promptitude should
be the Lords doing wonders among us?
the route or pass to Gazer.
J udges 6:4; actment of good and wholesome laws, | gross ignorance, before perverted intelli- urged also.
A
lack
of
it
is
alway
Churches, in their 'feebleness, sometimes
s
weakand
shall
define
and suppress vice in the gence?
18am, 17:52. The place may be Aja
:
ening.
A conference seldom improves pray thal the coming session may be
land?
sur, between Joppa and Ramleh.
a
4)
Let the good people of our country upon the promise of
the first half day. Go blessing to them, but the rest of the body
This was a victory that the Lord won ;
For the public schools, we have much, | stand unflinchingl
y against any and every at the beginning, and facilitate opening fails to second it, and the delega
tes go up
for the Lord went out before David to very much more, to fear. The States | measure
which would limit the reading work. Then, if you can be spared
, well, in their formality "and indifference, like so
smite the host of the Philistines.
will never forcibly expel the Bible from | and influe
The
nce of the Bible, The religion it providing you want to be,
which is not many icebergs, and all is a failure. Kook
Lord will always go before those who put
thé schools, but the people of localities | inculcates is
the normal condition of man likely to be the case, if all do as
you do. for a blessing in them; for streams of
themselves trustfully under his guidance. ‘will, Itis already dowe in many places, and consists
with ‘their every interest in You will be in the spirit of the meeti
ng, salvation to flow through them, and pray
Let the practical lessons be suggested by and in most or all of our larger cities it whatever relationship
and in all time. and will rather stay.
and toll for it,’ and the word of him who
verses 19 and 23, 20 and 24. A moment’s will undoubtedly be done.” The conta- The State, no
less than the Charch and
3. We should create, under God, an
said, “Lo, I am with you alway,” for it,
reflection on the principles there will re- gion will extend, more or less, to the the man,
must honor God and his author- interest in the session. . This could be we
shall not be disappointed. As they
veal the truth to be gathered from this schools of the village and the country.
ity, and a refusal to do so will, sooner or done in two ways.
One is a careful, con- were in the days of the fathers
Besides, this is not an issue of a day,
subject."
, who gave
later, reproduce the significant hand-writ- scientious acquaintance with what the them
to us, our Quarterly Meeting sesnor of an age, but of all time. So long
Quarterly Meeting ought to he and do. sions shall
ing upon the wall.
become seasons of the wonder-Good principles belong only to the in- as we have Roman Catholics opposed
The correct ideal of its work. The other ful display
s
of the power of our God, and
not
more
to
the
Bible
in
the
schools
than
telleet, and they can not be certainly reis—doing. Be no looker-on in the Quar- instead
of our shrinking from them with
. Aloft on the throne of-God, and not belied upon to keep you in the right way. the schools themselves, ‘and to the gov- low,
in the footprints of a travelling mul- terly Meeting service. If you are, your an anxious fear, our joy in them shall
You need the converting grace of God to ernment and its institutions throughout ; titude, are the sacred
rules of right,which own interest in it will fail. Be one of the abundantly increase.
:
make them strike their roots deep down so long as we have rampart infidelity op- no majorities can displace or overturn.— two hundred of Issachar, that .have
uns
id your heart so that no storm hereufier posed to the Bible in all versions, and Charles Sumner,
derstanding of the times, to know what
Pride can not bear reproof, but humiliof temptation and trial will be able to Jews opposed to the history of Jesus
Israel ought to do, and you will find, like
ty
bows before it,
and to all schools and men who read it;
?
overthrow them.
Best of all is it to preserve every thing them, that your brethren are at your comso long as we have among us fanatics in aspure, still heart,
:
and let there "be for mandment.
The highest and most profitable lesson
and sensationalists who clamor for origi- every pulse a thanksgiving, and for ey4. This brings us naturally to the is
the true knowledge and lowly esteem
nality and leadership in whatever is rad- | ery breath a soug,—Gossner.
thought
"of ability. Some fay plead a of ourselves.—1'hom
as A'Kempis.
I
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Selections.

“

said, when he urged

osts;" or, as the word involves

+ PASSING BY.
by.

| of nurabers, ‘not by the

2

O rich man, from your happy door,
ry

Seeing the old, the sick, the
Who ask for nothing, scarcely weep,

To whom even héiven means only sleep;
While you, given good things without meusure
Sometimes can hardly sleep for pleasure;
Let not the blessed moment fly ;
Jesus of Nuzareth passes by.

up

But ll the gates of help are shut,
And all the words of love are mute ;
Earth’s best joys sere, like burnt-up grass,

Jesus of Nazareth passes by.

Self-hardened man, of smooth, bland smile;

or substance

Oh, all ye foolish ones, wt.o feel
‘A sudden doubt, like piercing steel
When your dead hearts within you burn,
And conscience sighs, *“ Return, return,”
Why let ye the sweet hwpuise fleet,
Love's wave wash back from your tired feet—
Knowing not Him who camejso nigh—

not be detected anywhere,

-

over it, andit hangs

POWER OF THE INVISIBLE.
Alter speak-

ing of the lack of faith in Thomas, and
the consequent remark of the Saviour,
«Because thou hast seen me, thou hast
believed. Blessed are they that have not
seen and yet have believed,” the preacher

continued :

BELIEVING WITHOUT SEEING.
Now let us look at some of the reasons
why we are blessed in believing without
seeing. One reason is, that there is no
merit, no virtue, in believing what

is di-

rectly addressed to our senses, It is impossible to do otherwise. But the faith
which is acceptable to God is that which
involves effort, which requires action on
our part. There must be a looking beyond the seeing ; there must be some element of the invisible or future in order to
give to us that mental effort in which virBut again we see that this

believing what we have not seen is closehuman

devel-

opment. Man never rises to his high estate by simply thinking on and believing
in the invisible. You may take, for inthe

prooess

ive the child_a

etters;

of

lesson.

eduvuilon.

He

You

learns

his

he puts those letters together in-

to words; his eye is on the page. Now,
while he is simply learning tne letters, he
is gaining very little mental discipline;
while he is simply putting them together

in words and catching their sound, he is
gaining very little, but the moment those

words
become to him typical of thought,
that moment he passes beyond the form
of the visible into the invisible; and while
he has the page before him, he is projected into distant

parts, into

distant

ages;

he is passing from the seen away into the
unseen ; and just as the mind revels in
the realms of the far and distant from our

vision it
gains the
edge, and
the poet,

gains strength and power; it
wide circumference of knowlthe boy becomes the schol
the philosopher, the man of sci-

ence ; he becomes the man that leads

race onward and

upward;

but

his

it is be-

cause he believes in what he has not seen.

It is this that

gives

mind

expansion.

Then again, without the-habit

of

beliey-

ing in what we have not seen, there is no
true decision of character. The man who
trusts in what he sees is influenced by the
little circle around him. The few people
that surround him

are

his

world;

be

is

governed by circumstances; he is controlled by the rapid succession of events.
The man of true decision must have something more than what is present; and

hence you expect the great man to rely on
his own thoughts. Why, a man can not
be a leader but by being in the minority

he must be almost alone” and

willing

to

stand alone, to be a leader.
He must get
up on a platform a little higher than the

community before he is ready to reach
down a helping hand to lift others up.
INSPIRATION FROM THE

UNSEEN.

Men of migbt and of power seem to feel
that the eyes

of others

are

upon

them,

that a cloud of witnesses are looking
down,
und they are influenced by
theughts of the, unseen. Not only does
this give decision of character, but it inspires for all great energy in aetion. Men
need a motive drawn from something
more than the present, and I think we all
feel this. The man who works and accumulates property does not do so merely
for the sake of seeing his possessions
around him, but he has thoughts of children and
grandchildren who shall come
after him;

he would

have

something

for

their comfort, or he would do something
that shall live after he has gone; and it is
when he fixes his thoughts on the future
that he does his grandest work. The men
who found your seminaries, colleges, universities, art galleries, hospitals

and asy-

lums, ave living for the future. The men
of liberality who erect schools and build
“churches receive an inspiration from the
unseen. It is this thought of “what. shall
be that inspires to noble action.
If we
Jimit ourselves to ourselves, a little is snf-

ficient for us, a little satisfies

our

appe-

tite.
We become Epicureans: ‘Eat and
drink, for to-morrow we die.”
But when

we connect ourselves with

the

great hu-

” “manity around us and coming after us,

when we live for futurity, then we are
prepared to aceomplish great deeds. This
is the inspiration of the soldier: when he
fights a battle he thinks not merely of the
enemy betore him, not merely of the val-

a

leys and the hills on which the engagement takes place, but his thoughts are on

his native country

and

his

friends and

loved ones at home ; they arise before him
and that gives him moral power in the
day of battle, There is a great country
for which he contends, and it is that

thought which gives him power and encrgr. The same thought is connected with
religious

effort,

Thus

and

it is

yet

the

lifeless

and

value-

less ; it looks just the same as before, but
it bas no power in it, the mental energy
and power connected with it are
gone.
What would the buman (rame be without
the intellect to guide it? Merely an animal organization. What wou'd be accomplished without this unseen thought?
Where does it lie? Take out the brain
and look at it. It appears to be perfect,
but there is no thought there; look at the

We mike the following extracts from a
sermon deliveredby Bishop Simpson and

stanoco,

un-

the life Eringiple loses power,

instant,

An Whew thon Meebst Fhe or on high,
;
thee by.
Be sure He will.not pass
;
— Good Words.
ER

ly connected with all true

the

lies in

there. Look at the human frame in all
its grandeur. It is fearfully and wonderfully made, and yet it is not in the physical frame that the great value of humanity lies. The arm may be palsied in an

form of misery ;

‘tue is placed.

which

The chemist can not find it ; it can

seen.

pass! Hold him secure;

reported for the Methodist.

gives

life, the

something

color,

you want the life, which

Jesus of Nazareth passing by?

Es

or

prophet

is removed,

ed door of an inclosure,

oes to the heathen lef its own

and

after

iribulation,”

saying,

adds:

**Ye

the

world;”

inference

like

a

sweeps

But

‘Be of good cheer;

I have overcome

wind,

and

the

moving

every leaf of the forest, ‘‘ You shall overcome the world.”
:

A PLEASANT PRAYER MEETING.
Rev. Washington Gladden says, in the
Vermont Chronicle: *“ In the first place,
as we have already seen, the place in
which the meeting is held has much to do
with its pleasantness and profitableness.
There are those whose faith is so robust
that it can defy the most untoward circumstances, but

PASSIONS.

a temperance address in Montpelier, Vt.,

shall have

it is not so with all ;.and

The paper will have more unity,

Editorial

assistance

is now

ample and competent.

We shall aim
ters’ from

Professor Dorchester recently delivered
in which he advanced the following practical views:
This passion must be supplanted by

higher passions.

Jrosewill Baptist
PUBLICATIONS.

i

engaged,

:

.

The Morning Star.
,
is a large religious paper of eight pages, in its -

fifty. first volume. “It is able, literary] and pro-

ii

to have correspondence

gressive. The publication offices are Boston and
Chicago, but all communications, save for the

Western Department, should be addressed to Do--

. TEMPERANCE.
HIGHER

|

but every locality, East, West and South,
will be.fully represented.

himself.”

rerefps

debts be

doggedness.

and

paper.

— Home Companion.

THE OHRISTIAN AND THE STOIC.
The Christian Union thus aptly iilustrates the distinction between Christianity and stoicism :
EER
“In the world,” says Christ," ‘ye
shall have tribulation.” The old stoics
would have said, * What ‘then? what
if you do? Learn to bear pain. What
good will grumbling do you? Be a man,
and despise it.” That was the bt they
could do. It was only a kind of puiloChrist,

koeel,

through;

thus the rich man must humble

mortgage holder,

sophical obstinacy and

He must

and bow his head to creep

ischarged. If it has no sanctuary built,
let it be content to worship God in a barn
until it bas the means to rear an edifice
which belongs to the Lord, and not. to

you can uot analyze or find, something
which we call life, and that life gives the
seed all its value for thie future. For the
purposes of consumption you want the
purposes of growth
substance, but for the

-*

In every

The revivalwe need is a revivalof old-

fashioned Bible honesty. No church is
‘competent to bear a part in such a revival
until it has strained its utmost to poy its
own honest obligations: Before a dollar

It is something independent of form

is.

its load

then it shuffles through on its knees.
and swamped in debt rebuke the follies of ‘‘Yesterday,” writes Lady Duff Gordon
avarice or the crimes of knavery and from Cairo,“I saw a camel go {hroug!
the eye of a needle; that is, the low archfraud ?
:

unseen, though you can not tell what it

Jesus of Nazareth passes by.

Clasp Him—quite certain it is He—

is the

you

the seed its value to

Your backward thrust no sword can reach,
Look, your child lifts a wondering eye—

rl

from it, bat th t which

be reaped

with heart hke desert isle

°
Set in the sea of household love,
Whoik nothing save ** the world’ ean move;
At your white lie, your sneering speech,

neels down,

a steeple mortgaged upto the weathercock? How can a church that is steeped

not

you

have

mongeped pulpit and his bell rings from

ower everywhere with the unseen, For
nstance, you go iuto vegetable life and
take the grain of wheat, or of eorn, or
the mustard seed. 1t had the outer form,
and you know it and know what will

away so pitilessly=—

In likeness of His helpless poor;
Of many a sick soul, sin-beguiled ;
In innocent {ace of little child ;

gently into the unseen,

‘How can a minister preach for integrity
and independence when he stands in a

noticed how God has seen fit to “connect

And even the very heavens as brass;

He must not

idea

of the

the all-pervading and all-controlling presgnce of the Spirit of God.
POWER AND THE UNSEEN.
Now as if to bring this thought to us
and enable us, if I may so speak, to rise

1s there a sinner, tired of sin,

Woman,

the

manhood when he takes in the thonght of

Longing a new life to begin?

Turn not

number

army, not by their srength is the great
wor sosomplished, but by the Spivit of
the Lord.”
There is an unseen spirit in
us which modifies, fashions and controls.
A man only rises to the full dignity of

passeth

of Nazareth

Jesus

“* And they told him, that

the. building of the

second temple: “‘Not by wight, nor by
ower, but by my spirit, saith the Lord of

them jn the ordinary
manver, or even if LING, not go much under a separate head,
loaded.
When a loaded camel has to as heretofore, but as a part of the whole
pass through one of these entrances it

In many

the principal centers in this |

country, and from foreign lands. We
shall have a special correspondent in
Washington during the session of Congress, and in Philadelphia next sammer
to picture the great Centennial Exhibition.

instances, re-

:
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(1
you
and ‘Smith’s Bible Dic=
men of our age, we think nothing of their best model of a prayer-osu.
A pleasant most a Protestant, They said, “Do
4.60 the Sacred Melody. 50 cts; postage, 11 cts.
tionary”. .c.cieeeevencaceas
physical form.
Ope man of thought, of parlor, carpeted, with pictures on the know why we have come to you? We
[1]
The
ok of Worship
genius and of power may be worth more wallggand chairs arranged in circles round have drunk a great deal of arrak (the disand ¢¢ Life and Epistle of
4.60
Paul? cccccttenscrnscnsss
to his country than multiplied thousands the leader, is much better.
What. we tilled liquor of that country, a weak alcoonly a few copies left. All gilt edge; $1.00.
of men. Yet it is not his physical form, want to secure is freedom and familiarity, hol) and have spent a great deal of monThe Tribute of Praise
but the unseen mind, that gives this pow- and there is likely to be less constraint ey. We have seen that the end of the
isa’Hymn and Tune book, prepared for mo
Will
not
pastors,
and
all
interested
in
er.
Well, now, is it strange tbat it and less reserve in such a room as this, course we have entered upon is evil exone denomination, and is well adapted to social °
should be so in matters of religion? If than in one where the people sit in straight ceedingly. And now we, of ourselves, Christian. work, exert themselves in ex- worship or congregational singing. Price $1.00
have come to you to pledge before you
an earthly army is victorious when their rows, on immovable benches.”
of the Morning per copy; and 75 cents each when fifty or more
and before God to tuke oath by the Testa- tending the circulation
leader is with them, and they have confiare taken. Postage, 16 cents.
Star?
It
is
a
helper
that
can not well be
ment,
aud
to
write
a
pledge,
to
the
effect
dence in him, when the church takes in
TRUTHS
WARMING
THE
HEART.
Butler's
Theology
that
whoever
of
us
shall
break
this
pledge
the grand idea that Christ is with them,
dispensed with,and we appeal to you, serThe natural and appropriate remedy for —that is, shall drink anything that intoxdiscusses briefly, butjclearly, all the question.
how courageous and bold can they be!
With Christ in the front they can move dulluess of spiritual affections, is in the icates—he shall give 1,000 piastres ($50 vants of the Master, to introduce the pa- of doctrinal theology, and the author’s views
are those gemerally accepted by the denomination.
on to conquest. One shall chase a thou- bringing of spiritual truths to bear upon currency), which shall go for the preach- per wherever it is not taken.
$1.60 postage, 24 cents.
|
Christians sometimes deplore ing of the Gospel.”
sand, and two <hall put ten thousand to our minds.
Let us all. make one grand rally at the Butler's Commentary
;
:
They have done so, and have given me
flight, when-the truth is clearly recognized the low state of feeling they are in; and
by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, conthat Christ is wigh his canse, One great speak of it as if they scarcely knew of a paper to that effect. And they said, opening of the semi-centenuial volume,
defect of the church to-day is the tenden- any remedy within their reach. There is We hope, by as much as we have pulled
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
and
induce
every
Freewill
Baptist
to
take
a remedy near at hand, and possible to be down, we shall build up. We arranged
cy to look for the visible, trusting merely
| other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
If isan
made use of by every one. Our feelings that they should form a society, iid, they the Star. If doing so, we shall benefit excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
in the seen,and not looking into the unseen.
We ask how large is the congregation ?- depend greatly, perhaps chiefly, upon the asked that there might be some spiritual- the subscriber more than any other per- reading. $1.00 ; postage, 22 cents,
what wealth, what social influence, what su’ jects to which our thoughts are accus- ly-minded brethren associated with them.
The Treatise
power have they? All these things are tomed to be applied. There can hardly Then we prayed, and so they departed. son. And we may commend it with concontains a brief statement ‘of the doctrines
well enough in their place, but when the be any one who has not noticed what an Some months previous 1 had spoken with fidence to all, as a paper that is liberal held by the denomination, and our general
church fixes its thought chiefly on them effect is produced upon his temper of some of them, and God has begun a work
usages in church-building. It 18 published by aunand ceases to look at the unseen, God mind, by the keeping of any particular in them, and we will ask him to finish the and progressive, alive to every good
thority of the General Conference. 25 cents; pesspeaks as out of the clouds of heaven, class of subjects before him as topics of work.
tage, 2 cents.
:
,
work.
“Not by might, nor by power, but by my thought. His mind comes to dwell habitThe
History
of
the
Freewill
Baptists
THE WOMAN'S CRUSADE.
Said a pastor to his congregation, on
ually and easily upon them, and takes a
spirit, saith the Lord of hosts.”
covers the first half century of ourexistemce,
constant tone from them.
If, therefore,
A writer in the National Temperance
first Sabbath in January: *¢In pro- from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
CONSOLATION FROM THE UNSEEN.
our feelings are dull as to spiritual things, Advocate speaking of the present aspect the
detail, the early events of our denominational
viding yourselves and your families with history. 75 cents; postage, 18 cents.
Then consider that all true comfort and the inference is that spiritual things are
consolation come to us from the unseen. not habitually kept within our thoughts; of the temperance question, says:
reading matter. for the year, let me ad- The Memorials of the Free Baptists
The Woman's Crusade has wrought
What is it cheers you when property but that other and worldly things are.
give the rise and progress of this body eof
takes wings and flies away? What 1s it
The remedy is with ourselves. Feel- wonders. However transient its imme- vise you to take the Morning Star.” And
sustains you when friends forsake you, ing comes of thought, and thought is sub- diate results in closing liquor-saloons we rejoice to know that many pastors are Christians lin New York, till the time of their union withthe Freewill Baptists.
$1.25.
aed east out your name as evil? If you ject to our direction and control. Truths may prove to be, it has aroused a public
the Star upon the athave true joy, it is in looking to heaven concerning God and our relations with sentiment that will never again slumber successfully urging
The Minutes of the General Conference
where your treasure is laid up; it is in him, are thus the chief means for the as it has done; it has brought a new ele- tention of their people.
are published in pamphlet form at the close
knowing that you have a new name that quickening of our spiritual affections. ment into the struggle without which
of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
no man knows but he who has it. What These truths, under the guidance of the success is impossible—the soul and conthe proceedings of the first sixteen sescions. 50
comforts you when f[riends are takeu Divine Spirit, will elevate and purify our science of woman, those latent powers of
cents; postage, 18 cents.
away and lait in the grave? It is the souls, if we are willing and wish that which-she had herself so long been unconSabbath School Question Books
Adugrtisgments.
thought that youc an look beyond the they should.
scious. This sudden unfoldiug of talent
are for adults and children.
grave into the unseen.
I am comforted
There is, therefore, no necessity for and energy, so long suppressed, imbued
Lessons for Every Sunday, ,18, postage. ,03when I know that my
loved ones have cortinuing dullness, and no excuse for it. with the devotional spirit always attrib“
STORY of Jesus,
,15,
L038
simply gone before mé; and when I enter If the Christian be dull, it is because he uted to her, seemed almost like a miracuWoNDERFUL Works of Jesus, ,15,
¢
U3
the valley of death, when strength is fast suffers his mind to be occupied and shap- lous interposition.’
Pile and Humor Cure.
receding, what shall comfort me?
What
ed by otber things, and does not bring it
The Biographies of
THE MAINE PROHIBITORY LAW.
comforts me? It isthis: that as I. leave steadily beneath the control of the truths
I WARRANT
ONE BOTTLE a perfect
DAVID MARKS,
WILLIAM BURR and Daniel
in all the worst forms of PILES, also two to five Jackson;
the earth I know that I lean on a rod and that are from heaven and from God.
Gov. Connor, in his annual address to cure
are extensively read by their friends,
SALT
SCROFULA, RHEUMATISM,
in LEPROSY,
staff that never can give way; I know
The powers from on high can give us the Legislature, referring to the prohibi- RHEUM, CATARRH, KIDNEY DISEASES, and all and several copies are still on hand.
that when I walk through the valley he life, so that we shall not be dull. Itis
diseases ot the SKIN, and the greatest BLoOD
Marks,
$1.00,
post, 15 cents.
Entirely vegetable.
PURIFIER ever discovered.
will be with me there, and even if the our business to place ourselves within tory law, says:
Burr,
5
»
to me and take back your money in all cases
Send
flame becomes like the flame of a furnace,
Jackson,
50
”»
10
Maine has a fixed conclusion upon this of failure. None for 16 years. H. D. FOWLE,
their sweep. If we are careful in doing
One shall walk with me in it. As earth- this, and patient, our sluggishness will subject. It is, that the sale of intoxicat- Chemist, Boston. Sold everywhere. $1 a bottle. Memoir of George T'. Day.
6meow12
Circulars.
for
Send
ly scenes recede from my vision I see the depart, and it will never return upon us. ing liquors is an evil of such magnitude
ative of his Life, Letters, Ser~
contains a Na
king in his beauty, and the land that is —Congregationalist.
that the well-being of the State demands,
Price $1.50 and $2.00; post.
mons and Lectures.
very far off. As I become deaf to all
and the conditions of the social compact
e.
Nervin
age 20 cts.
an
marit
[&—Sa
earthly sounds there burst on my ear the
warrant, its suppression.
Hostility to
A DELIGHTFUL LEGEND.
The great Nerve Conqueror, cures Epi2
The Church Member's Book
harmonies of heaven and the shouts of the
the great wrong does not find expression leptic Fits,
Convulsions, Spasms, St. Vitus Dance,
There
is
a
beautiful
tradition
connected
is a'valuable little work, and every Christiam
redeemed. But it is because 1 can look
solely in the law, but also in the great re- and all Nervous Diseases ; the only known positive
Fits. It has been tested by
would be benefited by reading it, 25 cts; postags:.
into the unseen that T can trinmph over with the site on which the temple of Sol- form movement whose persuasive power remedy tor Epileptic never
been known to fail in a
thousands, and has
omon
was erected.
‘It is said to have has
:
the things that are seen.
been
so
beneficially
exercised single case. Trial package free. Enclose stamp 5 cts.
Address,
OBO
been ocoubled in common by two broth- throughout our communities.
Circulars giving evidence of cures.
for
ore
Thoughts
upon
Thought
DR. 8. A. RICHMOND,
ers, one of whom had a family, the other
Box 741, St. Joseph, Mo.
Iy49
is a reprint of 130 pages from an English
‘ ANEW 80NG.”
Tae Supreme Court of Georgia has dehad none. On the spot was a field of
edition, and considérs the responsibility eof mam
cided
that
drunkards
who
are
sober
the
Ihave no patience with the opera sing- wheat, On the evening succeeding
DEAFNESS,
CATARRII.
in relation to his thoughts. 5 cts; postage, Sots.
gathered enough to shoot a man are sober enough
ers in churches, I believe it is an abomi- harvest, the wheat having been
Jositively cured by
CONSUMPTION
Consultation iree by Close Communion, or Open Communion
nation to God. I believe God detests it. in shocks, the elder brother said to his to be considered murderers,—a most Dr. KECK’S new method.
mail. Address Dr. 8. P. Stoddard, Medical Diwife, ¢* My younger brother is unable to righteous decision.
If we have the heart to sing, we will have
is an experience and an argumeut, in wirielr
52t4
rector, 8 West 14th street, New York.
no trouble about it. I believe it is Jost as bear the burden and heat of the day: I
the folly of close communion is clearly and ably
place
much a sin to sing a lie as to tell one. will arise, take off my shocks, and
exposed. A book of 175 pages, by a Baptist
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Purgative Pellets
You can not deceive God. You can de- them with his, without his knowledge.”
clergyman, 25 cts; postage, 11 cts.
wh Ay
ceive the congregation and yourself; but The brother being actuated by the same are so compounded from concentrated DoYour
Lectures
winciples, extracted from
roots
and
iran Qutfits from $1 u
I tell you before you can sing the songs benevolent motives, said within himself,
ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excel
Golting & Co., Manuf’s, Washington Sq., Boston
erbs, as to combine in each small granof Zion you must be born’ of God. "The ¢¢ My elder brother has a family, and 1
lent book for all who would ‘search the Sewip13w
i
have
none;
I
will
contribute
to
their
suppsalmist says: * He brought me out of a
ule, scarcely larger than a mustard sced,
tures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most ow
fiery pit.
He put a new song into my port; I will arise, take off my shocks,and as much cathartic power as is contained
$1.00; postage, M5.
portant v¢ as of Bible study
mouth.” Then he could sing. God can place them with his, without hig knowl- in any larger pills for sale in drug-stores. |. MISS NANCY D. C. DUXBURY,
ots.
po
wis
:
put a new song into the mouths of all edge.”
They are not only pleasant to take, but
Guide to the Saviour,
Teacher of Piano-Forte and Singing.
Judge of their mutual astonishment their operation is easy—unattended with
you people. Th en your lives would be.
\ is a little book intended. to assist mquirers:SILVER
STREET.
when
on
the
following
morning
they
any griping pain. They operate without
very different, a great deal different from
the way of salvatlon. 25cts; postage. 5 cts.
in
what you have ever been before in your found their respective shocks undiminish- producing any constitutfonal disturbance.
MORNING
SCHOOL" AS USUAL.
Tracts
life. Then you could not help but sing. ed. This course of events transpired for Unlike other cathartics, they do not render
b1
Dover, Dec. 15, 1875.
were not stereotyped till within the last few:
There was a mother once who had a lit- several nights, when each resolved in his the bowels, costive after operation, but,
Fears, and we can furnish only the following: %
tle child that was always singing. And | own mind to stand guard, and solve the on the contrary, they establish a, permaMale or Female.
Send Sour adthe mother got angry at if, and said: mystery. They did so, when on the fol- nently healthy action, Being entifely veg- DO YOU dress and get ‘something that ots. per dozen ; 50 ots. per hundred.
Denominational,
over
honorably
in
you
will bring
“ Don’t you sing any more.” The moth- lowing night they met each other half etable, no particular care is required while
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which contains a historical statement, ands
er wunted to punish the child for singing. way between their respective shocks with useing them,
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brief
y
ork,
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ily and institutions.
Upon ground hallowed by such associa- | tor to‘any one who will detect in these
I did not do-it. It sung itself, I conld
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not help it.” So it will be with you when tions as this was the temple of King Sol- Pellets any calomel or other form of merwhere. Business honorable and first
omen erected—so spacious, so magnifi- cury, mineral poison,.or injurious drug.
you are born ggain.—D. L. Moody.
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world.
Alas! in these days, how many
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shock than and to it a single sheaf.
Dr. Cuyler writes in the Independent :
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sirable church covenant.
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The

foremost

moral

conflicts

of this

time-and country are against drunkenness
and’ commercial dishonesty, The foremost
question before our nation is:
“ Will she pay her honest debts?” No
uestion

bulks

so’ formidably

as

this.

+od's people have a voice in the verdict.
But how can Christians

bear a testimony

for just dealing when they are building
their house of divine worship with borrowed funds, which they can not pay?

‘The Morning Star.

THE NEEDLE'S EYE.

The passage from the New Testament,
“It is easier for a

camel,” &c,,

has

per-

plexed many good men, who have read
it literally. In oriental cities are large
gates in the small and very low apertures,
called metaphorically . “‘needles’ eyes,”
just as we talk of windows on ship-board
as, ¢ bulls’ eyes.” These entrances are
too narrow for a camel to pass through
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Half Century with an experience full of
promise, and a purpose ful of hope.
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ability, as

In this day of intense activity and rap-

tire world converge to a few focal points
by electric rays of light, there is not a little danger that the weekly visits of the
religious newspaper may be less prized
than is consistent with its intrinsic worth
or the people's good. The feverish haste

the

best and surest way of reaching any worthy end.
The widow bestowing her
mite is an example of the kind of service
that God honois. Considering in whose
~hands our work is, it hardly becomes us,

with which men eat their food at the ex-

pense of their digestion may be a more
fitting type than we are aware of, of the

if we are faithful in it, to question as to

the worth or worthlessness of it. The
boy who pushed a pound, and thereby
helped accomplish what
tfié ten men

inconsiderate haste with which the daily

“without him could not have done, will al-

ways be the prominent figure in the stoV ry. We can each push a pound. Let us
do it, and begin now.
:

teacher, bit only to refer to facts as they

i

ing you

exist.
The secular press professedly
aims, right or wrong, simply to give

lh

My friend, if your religion is not

public

newspaper as to its true place as a moral

more

interested

affairs,

and

mak-

active

news,not to moralize ; to print what hap-

in
the

pens; not to preach about the happenings,

ter friend of temperance, more charitable

It is ‘not difficult, we think, to see
that the man who reads, and places into
the hands of his family to read, only the

more

solicitous

for

poor and ignorant, more kind and gentle
at home, more upright in business, a bet-

towards the sinful and outcast, more eager

average newspaper of the day will need
sadly to look to some other than its columns for a standard by which to measure
the moral quality of the acts portrayed.
It is the peculiar province of the religious press to furnish such a standard. Tt

to elevate and save them, more beloved
and trusted in your neighborhood and com. munity, more ready and generous to help
benevolent enterprises according to your
means, more active in support of the

is a vigilant sentinel standing on

meetings and services of the church, —if it

is not doing this and a great deal more
for.you, it might be well to examine the
foundation of your hope before going
~much further.
;

: ‘THERE are a great many
“mever go to prayer-meeting.

in the great march of the world's events,

simply, but to interpret their significance
and relation to human welfare in the

light of the world’s

people who
Their incli-

nations lead them in different

the

watch tower of society's citadel, not to tell
off to the gaping multitude the episodes

past history.

The

religious newspaper takes note of events,
not.

directions,

for

their

own

sake

alone, but that

—into bowling alleys, beer shops, bill- their logical sequence may be pointed
-iard saloons, &c., or else they will be out. It is by profession the conservator
found on the street corners, doing noth- of the purest private virtue, and hence of
ing but diligently wasting their lives. | he highest public morals. To its colSuch men as these, and there are hosts umng temperance, prison reform, Chris“of them, know nothing about the interest tian education and all schemes of philanthat is so often expressed in prayer- thropy look for advocacy, and look not in
meeting for them. In order for them to vain. Wherever a vice in society apknow it, it must be expressed to them pears, or a national wrong is perpetrated
personally ; they should be helped to see or tolerated, it warns conscientious] y and
that the

Christian

life means

more than

+80 many-sermons, and so many psalms,
and-so'many prayers a week ; thatin fact
it doesn’t exclusively mean that at all,
for ‘do nat even the publicans the
same?”

|

THERE must be an unmixed satisfaetion in growing old when one reflects

But the religious newspaper

is some-

“one nearer the joys of heaven, just as |b hing more and better even than a moral
“minors, heirs to rich estates, may be im|! eacher. Its value, in this respect, as
‘patient and eager to reach their majority | Seen in the family circle, is
inestimable,
and possess their wealth. And then to it is true.
The careful pruning with
kmow that one is leaving behind one a which the poem or story, or amusing par-

"Mife of truth and usefulness, that has con- | 3graph for the little
folks is selected ; the
tributed, however humbly, to human wel- weary searching for the purest gold of

thought in the selection of food for ma-

liglp tie aged to be calm and hopeful in | ft rer

vw view of approaching death. There are
¢ many such persons among our readers.

of

minds ; the conscientious criticisms
current literature; the weeding out

from the forest of mews presented by the

> May they still keep an abiding conscious. | daily press the poisenous
mess of God's presence, and

plants, so that

enabled

qnly the most wholesome may appear ; to-

undertaken is'not:to be left in faithless or
thalting hands.

charity which is made to pervade its utterances, ought to win for if great appreciation on its moral side alone. It comes

be

Yo see that the work they have so nobly | gether with the spirit of sweet Christian

THERE is not much danger of getting
+ +300 much Scripture exposition into the
.~.puaver-meeting,

provided

it

be

of the

closer to the heart, however,

fests its value as a factor

and

mani-

in the world’s

P urification, as a preacher of Christ's vic-

right sort and done in the right way. torious gospel. The religious newspaTake.the mass of church members and of | P er is ordained to preach Christ by an inmeetin 3-going people, and get at the visible laying on of hands, and stands in

facts
ai 1t their knowledge of the Bible, | tl he true *‘apostolic suecession.”

and, perhans it would surprise us

to

find | not to do, and if it did could

how littlest hey know of the true meaning

or spirit afc great many texts that might

* \becited. ¢Fieir own spiritual thrift and

“the popular ac-eptance of the Bible itself
megaire some,ik provements on this state
of things. Theuminister is the man to do

it. Let his scripture readings, whether in

the prayer-meeting or the pulpit,
i ‘Gerspersed

with

fres,

pointed

be in-

remarks,

i .'that shall briefly give the history, signifi«

cance .and the

wherefore

of texts

that.

wurome In the reading,-or are suggested by

#. 1. This will interest the audience, bene-

fit

thewmiinister,

young man, and

‘especially if he be
will prove a great

a

help

. somll concerned.
op
rT may be said in a. general

way tnac

if theological students. could receive a
dne proportion of commercial and finan. ial training, it might be an excellent
>. thing both for them and. their churches.

. Ome of the great misfortunes that keeps
befalling most denominationsis the find-

dng so many of its churches so. burdened
9

by

debts that they are finally obliged, if

help isn’t furnished some way,bo sell out,

give up and go to the — well, be scatgered. It may be a too costly meetinghouse, or it may be. any one of a good
smany things, that has brought the
«church into debt-and. discouragement.
Now,in most cases of this kind, a careful,
minister
-well-managing
economical,

* aweuld have been greatly instrumental in
hindering if not wholly

state of things,

preventing

this

Not only the love of

‘ameney, but the unwise and extravagant

mse of it, is the root of much evil, and es-

pecially soidn ambitious parishes.

Of

se ean -not prevent,
a minister
«cour

nei-

ther is he responsible for, every large

debt that finally erushes the churches.
Bat he is usually in a position to do real
service towards it, and the nature of that

service will depend considerably on how

————

REV. DR. JABEZ BURNS.

This English Baptist clergyman died
in

London

65.

on Tuesday

of last week, aged

The news will bring sadness

to

many hearts in ‘this country, where
he
was well known and highly esteemed.
A
man of catholic spirit and active in probrotherhood, his whole

public life was full of earnest work. He
first visited this country about thirty years

ago as a delegate to the Freewill Baptist

General Conference, between which body
and the General Baptists of England
there had been a cordial correspondence.
He then formed many warm friendships,
which time has only ripened and strengthened. He subsequently visited America

in’ 1872, and made
the country, besides

actively discussing the temperance question, the latter being one of the vital
points in his religion.
Many of our
churches and a great many persons in all

parts of the denomination will recall with
interest

the“cordial

expressions

of

his

love, zeal and faithfulness in the Master
's
service.
U
:

His travels extended to ‘Palestine and

nearly all portions 6f the East, where he
was a close and intelligent observer, as
the interesting and valuable records of
his tours i's witness.

The special duties of a pastor, which
he performed in London with diligence

and success, constituted but a small pagt

of his activity. In the temperance cause,
in behalf of the poor and ignorant, and to
help and bless wherever he could render
a friendly service,

and tireless.

he was

always ready

Thus his circle of influence

was widened,’and the great number increased who not only mourn him dead,
but will ‘eventually rise and call him
blessed.

-

not

It aims

do, the

work of the pulpit; but most powerfully
does it assist and perpetuate that work.
It can not cast over listening multitudes:
the spell of elogquenXe which Truth lends
to the voice of the living preacher, but it
ean give watchful culture to the seedthoughts sown and help to a more boun| ti ful harvest. There is an eloquence of

silence as well as of sound,

and, as in

the physical, so in the moral world the
greatest results are Wrought out by the
most silent forces. A fragment of truth
‘taken into the soiil through the understanding, in a quiet, reflective hour, as it
leaps-up from the printed page, may be
more potent for good than we shall ever
, be able to know.
In the light of these briefly stated reflections we wish specially to. urge upon
the Christian reader, generally, and the
Christian minister, especially, the impor-

church and its loyalty
national system. New

to the denomiYork City and

churches appear

and

a disposition

to

be

sentiof the

greatest service to the greatest number,
he has left a good record. He was a loyal friend and defender of the North during the progress of the rebellion, rebuking England's

peculiar

neutrality on ev-

ery proper occasion. He was in his
sph
an eminently
good and useful
man, and will be
yidely and sincerely
mourned.

CURRENT

TOPICS.

DR. BEMRENDS'S WITHDRAWAL.
We
regret the withdrawal of Dr. Behrénds
from the Baptist denomination for several
reasons, and the chief one

is

the advan-

tage that will be likely to be taken of it
to illustrate the Jogical cutcome of liberal
sentiments. We do not believe that that
is their outcome at all.. Such men as
Malcom and Pentecost and Jeffery are not
logically led out of the denomination.
They are rather logically and also conscientiously led to remain in it, where the

influence of their work and spirit is so
much needed. Think of the strength
that would have been given the movement
within the denomination if Dr. Behrends
had remained with these

other

brethren,

and given the force of his intellect and
Catholic spirit to promoting the growth
of their sentiments there. At the same
time we must admire the eminently
Christian manner of his withdrawal. He
is still in the Lord’s army, even if he has

changed divisions.

Dr.Jeffery remarks

paper goes into parmership
plunderers,
trust.

who, Prof. Bartlett thinks, ‘should not
be omitted,” do not appear.
The Council
will meet in Brooklyn on the 15th inst.

and will consider the mode of terminating
church membership, by which the * regu-

larity ” of “dropping” Mr. Tilton's name
and excluding Mrs. Moulton may be determined; also what the church ought to
do in the case of members who habitually
absent themselves from the meetings of

the, church,

some

asking

for

special

church legislation and being refused, and
others making no such request ; also what
should be done ii the case of members
who have lost faith in their pastor, and
make insinuations against him ; also revive certain questions arising out of the
late scandal in the church, and see whether the church has habitually or indeed
ever gone beyond the rules adopted for its

These are important mat-

ters endugh, and a good many persons
besides Congregationalists will be inter
ested in the discussion of them.
——BEARING ON CHURCH-TAXATION. We
stated recently in these columns that the

Secretary of State of Minnesota was com-

piling a list of the church property of the
State now exempt from taxation, together
with its estimated value. Referring to
this, the Advance well says :

_ While about it, we hope a schedule will

be made of the property invested in
prisons, jails, reformatories, asylums and
schools ; also that which is invested in

drinking saloons, the

institutions

where

drunkards are made to order, and criminals duly educated 0 as to prevent the

Jails from becoming useless. And then
will some expert in the handling of statistics and other sociological fa¢ts, undertake to strike a balance between the
amount of protection afforded to society
by the institutions, on the one hand, which
are sustained

on

and

by enforced

taxation, and,

the other hand, by those educational
protective

institutions,

known

as

churches, which are wholly sustatned by
volunlary taxation on the part of religious

and public-spirited individuals?

A satis-

factory answer to the above-mentioned
“sum” will be welcomed.
—

as much

When a man who controls a” great news-

to be ruled

he

betrays

with

public

a most

sacred

We should be glad to see the setular

|

press, generally,
above standard.
——POWER
TEM. The

accept

and

adopt the

fumous speech at Des . Moines, Towa, last
summer on the public school system seem

to have been caught upby the Legislature
now in session at that place. An amendment tothe Constitution or the State was
presented a short time ago in the lower
House, providing that no public funds
whatever shall ever be appropriated for
the support or maintenance of any school
or charitable institution not under the
direct control of the State; and that no
such school or institution shall ‘be under
the control of any religious denomination,
nor shall sectarianism, atheism, or infidelily be ever taught therein.” The Catho-

lics in both

houses

of the Legislature

claim to endorse this form of amendment.
This is not strange, as, according to their

interpretation,

the

word

‘‘sectarian”

would stand for every form of religious
teaching, and the prohibition would make

the schools

about

as

objectionable

Protestant Christians as

to

to Catholics, for

the simple reason that negative morals
are bad morals, and a school without any
kind of religious teaching whatever must
necessarily be one of negative morals, to
say the least. The House committee reported back the bill,

last week,

with

an

amendment, striking out the words above
italicized, and substituting therefor the
words ‘‘orcreeds” after ‘‘denominations.”

Of course, this amendment corners the
Catholics and they oppose it. It is extremely doubtful whether the proposition
in any form becomes a legal enactment at
this session.
A

THEOLOGICAL
EDUCATION IN
THE
West. "The notice in another column
will explain itself. We trust there may
be a good attendance to take counsel

over this most important branch of Chris-

tian work.

:

Quarterly Meetings on thie second page.

ought to be enforced by his act, and not.

PRrO¥.PHELPS pleads in the Congregationalist for a union of Congregationalists and Pres-

changes.

For the sake of the lessons that

to gratify a bad curiosity, we make

liber-

no want of adequate and

cordial support,

forsakes his holy calling to dabble in the
most dangerous and uncertain things of
this

world,

he

must

lack

the

highest

motives and the highest character.”—Instead of Christignity being impeached by
the disclosures, the Golden Rule thinks
that it is « business sagacity and world] y
morality,” for “it appears, little by little,
that while Winslow was driven out of the
ministry by a disclosure of, his wrong
deeds, he was enable
to hold
d up his head
in business and political circles by reason

of his shrewdness, audacity and

success,

even though his trickiness and dishonesty
were known to many.”—And thus the
Congregationalist : + Covetousness,
a
haste to be rich, extravagant tastes and
standards, headlong speculations, blunted

moral sensibilities,.dallying with temptation, a first wrong step, and then another

to offset it, and so on till the point of

BRIEF NOTES.
READ thé #ifiede on the improvement of our

byterians.

Denominational

unions

sid

inde-

pendent religious journals seem to be the order
of the day.
:
THE annual report of the Trustees and Supérintendent of the Nebraska hospital for the
insane, bears the name of Rev. Dr. A. D. Willianis as Secretary, who prepared the report,

and will be recognized as one of our

recently

active clergymen in the East,
IN withdrawing from the Baptist denomination, Rev. Dr. Behrends said that “the policy
of restricted communion appears to me not only uncalled for and unwise, but positively unscriptural and wrong.
I am satisfied that the
public advocacy of such a position would be
emphatically resented by the denomination,
and I have no desire te play the part of ‘a disturber of the peace.
They who ean not agree,

or amicably

discuss their differences, should

to over twenty persons, and

and even two who were
their essays to be read.

larger possibilities for the future.

Denominational Hefos.

overwhelming ruin is reached—this is the
history of the whole case in a few words.
How many like it have been. enacted?
How many like it are now being enacted?
Bengal and Orissa Y. M,
How many young men are as this very
The Bengal and Orissa Yearly Meetin g
hour taking their first sport in these lurin gz. was held at
Santipore, beginning on Sabbut treacherous waters, whose outer cur- bath, Nov.
13, and closing on the followrents whirl one into the abyss!” God ing Sabbath.
All the churches were reparrest and save them.—While believing resented by native delegate
s. = According
thas pure religion does not suffer by such to previous appointment,
the epening serrevelations, yet Zion's Herald is confident mon was preached on
Sabbath marning
that ‘there must be in our religious life by Rev. Puma
€handra Basu. In the
and teachings a superficialness, a senti- evening an
interesting and impressive
mentalism, a lack of moral fiber, a want social meeting was enjoyed.
of elear apprehension of spiritual truth,
The conference held two sessions daily
of eternal verities and retributions, a during the week, the first
half-hour of the
failure in’ early, positive, ethical training, forenoon session being
set apart for
in thorough Church discipline and nur- prayer.
The evenings were regularly
ture, to permit these multiplied cases of devoted to social meetings.
moral delinquency to grow up in the
On Monday the conference organized by
shadow of the Sanctuary to such remark- choosing Rev. O. R. Bacheler
moderator.
able proportions.”
Committees were appointed on Mission-

absent

sent jy

On the closing Sabbath, the sermon was
preached by Rev. O. R. Bacheler, and Yol.
lowed by the Lord's Supper,

and the seasons of social and religious
converse were very refreshing. * Two
evenings were spent in literary exercises,
subjects having been previously assigned,

All the thirteen missionaries were present save Mrs. Bacheler, who remained at

home to look after the work at the Midna.

pore station during the absence of the
other five missionariess-belonging there,
and all but one of our number

were

in

sufficient healthto fully enjoy the precious
social privilege so seldom afforded us,
R. D. Frost, Clerk,
-

ro

re

———

——

Home Missions.

oWe have now been one month in the
service of the Home Mission Society,
Something has been accomplished. We
have not received much in ready money,
but considerable in notes and pledges.
Also arrangements are made for collec.
tions in the churches. Sixteen hundred .
dollars is promised in notes, &e., for our
“Centennial Fund” for 1880. This movement,

so

far

as

known,

is

generally

liked, It is taking a new and better departure, in raising $100,000 for the be-

ginning of a new century in our denominational life.

The benevolence is broad-

er, the faith larger, the achievements
grander, for all who embark in it. The
enterprise commends
itself to every

man's conscience,
Money,

more

money,

is

very

needful

now, this present year, to carry

forward

our work.

The embarrassed

state of the

treasury is well known to all. The calls
for help are numerous and very urgent.
If frequent cries and tears can move

our

hearts and hands, means will be furnished, and that right early. Let none wait

for spring, or summer, or better

times;

but push collections at once, for Home
Missions, and send what you get, however small, to the Treasurer at Concord, N.~

H.,>and

don't forget to follow

your earnest prayers.

it with

I would

to visit all the churches, but

be glad

can

not.

I

am, however, yisiting daily a throne of
grace, for you and the Missions.

*“There

1eT us meer

mWeIvy

around

vne

conor

seat.”

The last two Q. Meetings we attended,
at Dover, N. H.,and Mechanic Falls, Me.,

were very interesting occasions.
The
reports from the churches were cheering,
with a deepening interest in, and broadeping benevolence for, the cause of Christ,
as represented by our people.
‘At Dover
we felt an unusual inspiration, as we
thought of those ever dear and holy men
of God, to whom our denomination owes
so much, now in heaven, and looked into

their sweet faces, beaming from the walls
of the church

lecture-room ; need ¥ name

Burr, Day,—can

and a small printing office to give employment
to such as are typographically inclined.
Fhe building and fixtures cost 60,000, and are
about paid for. This institution has been the
means of much good in the past and now holds

not one of

those present failed to perform his part,

THE Washingtonian Iome, an institution
for reformin g inebriates, is one of Chicago's
most deserving charities.
It has for a good
while needed larger and better accommodations, It now rejoices in the completion of a
new building five stories in hight, of brick and
stone, substantial and commodious.
It will

library

————

means of obtaining general information,
The desire for it is correspondingly feeble,
and thus there is an imperative demand
for effort to supply this lack.
Subjects for essays had been assigned

them,

100 inmates, has a good

TT

permanence of this work, have too scanty:

quietly part.”

accommodate

:

whose progress depends the progress ang

The evening services in the chapel
being out at seven, the missionaries were
permitted to spend the evenings together,

AND THE PuBLIc SCHOOL Sysechoes of President Grant's

———MR. WINSLOW AND $OME LESSONS OF
HIS FALL. The Winslow forgeries are a
theme of remark in many of our ex-

al quotations. The Watchman believes
that
the beginning of the fugitives downthe publication of which, in 1846, the aufall was when he left “the active duties
thor received the degree of D. D. from
of the pastorate and became speculator
the Wesleyan University of Middleton,
and politician.” One may pursue these
3
Connecticut.
avocations and maintain his integrity,
He was one of the leaders of his de“but [note it] when a minister of the
nomination in England.
Of considerable Gospel
, able to toil much for Christ, with
culture, generous impulses, liberal

ments,

opinions, but its sphere is quite

to guard the public against corruptionists.
It is a police force hardly less important
than the regular constabulary of
the law.

out, and the names of several clergymen

government.

an extensive tour of
preaching often and

of the case, and referring to the influential position ‘occupied by th: convicted
man as.a journalist, has the following :
The newspaper is nct merely or mainly
a herald of intelligence and an organ of

~——THE ADVISORY COUNCIL. Onghundred
and seventy-one Congregational churches,—by their pastors or acting pastors,—
and twenty clergymen without pastoral
relation are called to constit.te the ** Advisory Council,” to consider certain matters relative to the conduct of Plymouth
Brooklyn

ee

Young clergymen were the special
objects of his interest, and the helps,
rebukes boldly, unbought by the bribe of in the shape
of skeletons of sermons,
place and unfettered by the curse of ex- advice
drawn from along and wide
pediency. It sees shams and calls them
experience, and kind and encouraging
by their true name, estimates men n t
words that he so cheerfully and lavishly
by title and bank accounts, but by ord
put forth for them, will not be forgotten.
worth, and faithfully preaches the gospel
His religious works have had a large
of common honesty for all men, rot only
circulation in the United States, esifecialas the best policy, but as indispensable to
ly «The Pulpit Cyclopedia,” soon after
t he highest good. __

4hat it is gradually and surely bringing

fare, is a consolation that must inevitably

It

we hope it may find a large sale,

moting Christian

news is devoured at the expense of the
public morals.
It is not our purpose at this time to
criticise ' the daily or weekly secular

pict-

one.more truthful or finished.

is a model of biographieal portraiture,
.The volume can be had, at this office,

or of canvassers in vafious parts of the
denomination, and, for the reader's sake,

id thought, wherthe
ein
doings of the en-

Tue Bible and common sense everyvwhere exalt faithfulness in one's sphere,

It were hardly possible for any

ure, or

/| ed by a more general diffusion of that in-

&o.,

a

and to the extent of one’s

,

one man to furnish a more complete

would unquestionably be greatly increas-

#hould be addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H

apt

the book :

Brother.

ligious press on the morals of a community could be fully measured, its power

Editor.
.

”

needeth not to'be ashamed.”
, Dr. Bowen has drawn a fine portrait of
—
oR
i EG
. { his friend. . . . We must all thank
him
THE RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER.
forthis almost matchless portraiture
of
If the real influence exerted -by the re- him whom we all called—Friend and

9, 1876.

fT

Cae All communications
“tion showld be addressed

much he knows abont finance himself.
“Studyto show thyself a workman that

to

be

remembered?

Hutchins,

they ever be

forgotten?

When we stood up to plead the
Home

Missions and

felt their
“Go

our

utterances

forward, ‘God

dear

deep
is

cause
Lord,

in the

with

of
we

soul,

you, be not

dismayed.” The response which followed was liberal especially on the part of
three brethren, who gave one hundred
dollars each for the “Centennial fund.”
There are unmistakable evidences of
growth and enterprise in the church under the eflicient labors of Bro. Waterman.

Industry, prudence and thrift, mark
entire management of the Printing
tablishment.

the
Es-

Our church at Mechanic's Falls] has

made decided gains within a year. | The
earnest and faithful labors of Bro. Minard
have yielded much fruit, not only in
Christian courage

and

hope, but

in

merous conversions and additions
churches.

Brethren,

nu-

to the

don't delay your contribu-

tions for the Home Missions.

J. 8. BuraEss, Cor, Sec.

Hinisters and Ghurches,

ironically, * The Baptists have lost BehCANAAN, N. H. We learn of a good revival
rends, but they retain’ Fulton, and that is
with the people at West Farms, Goose Pond,
glory enough.” And in characteristieally
and Peaslee distriets in Canaan, under the
choice and courteous language the Examlabors of Bro, 8. Cole, who has been assisted
| tance of extending the influence of the | iner and Chronicle speaks of Dr. Behrends
by Bro. Aldrich and another brother, all from
| r eligious paper into every family where as having bitten his own nose off, *“ gone
Lebanon.
Also Revs F. Morison, of Meredith, and N. Jones,of Canaan,
not already found. With gratitufle to back on himself” “bag and baggage,”
Between thirty
and forty have professed religion,
.
a
God, we have been privileged to note in and as being “ticketed on a through
ary work, Women’s ® work, Revivals,
these columns the news of revivals al- train bound for the home. of the ¢* Mother —— IMPARTIAL JUSTICE. The recent. con- Ministry, Education,
Temperance
“and
CONCORD, ME,
A precious revival is in
ready in many of our churches, and of harlots.” The Walchman attributes viction of My. Wm. McKee, of St. Louis, Sabbath schools, and the
native members progress in Concord. Twenty have manifestwhich, we trust, may be only prephetic his apparent change of belief to early for complicity with the whiskey frauds of took part in the discussi
ons on the various ed a desire to lead a religious life. Fourteen
drops before the abundance of rain. Pedo-baptist training. The editor writes that city is perhaps the best guarantee resolutions introdu
ced with a good de- have expressed a hope .in Christ. Meetings
What influence so helpfulse lasting, with thoughtfully and firmly but kindly about ‘yet afforded that the Government is in se- gre of interest.
During the discussion were held each evening last week, and at each
which to surround the young convert the withdrawal, and believes that ¢ If rious earnest in the work of prosecution of the report on women’s
meeting new inquirers presented themselves
work,
as that of the religious paper? May Mr. Behrends should ‘agitate.as bitterly against offenders. Mr. McKee was the interest was awakened in consequ special and new professions of faith in Christ were
ence of made. The work seems just begun.
‘our columns preach to many such for the and persistently in’ tii% Presbyterian or principal proprietor of the ‘Globe-Demo- some doubts being express
ed on the part
JAS. P. LONGLEY.
Congregational ranks against infant bap- crat newspaper, the leading Republican of one or
‘coming year and years.
two native brethren in regard
Feb, 1.
0-0-0
tism as some of his sympathizers have journal and ablest paper of the South- to the propriet
"ror
y of employing unmarried
DR. DaY's MEMOIR. We are eonvinc- done against dominant Baptist sentiments, west. He was popular in social circles native girls. for zenana teachers
THE name of Rev, Edward Toothaker was
Conod that every Freewill Baptist family characterizing them as narrow and bigot- and for many years had enjoyed _ the full- sidering the low estimation in, which
omitted by mistake im this year's Register.
ed, he will find himself exposed to\cen- est confidence of the people as a man and women are held by the
ought to have this book, and that every
He is a member of the W. Freeman & Avon
heathén, the freechurch in the Farmington Q. M. He has layoung person especially ought to read sures gnd rebukes such as he never ex- a citizen. - Yet he was convicted; simply dom from prejudic
e on the part of the bored in this Q. M. for85 years, and is now
and think upon it. It can not fail to be of perienced in our churches, Every de- because the evidence proved him. guilty. native brethren
against women taking an preaching at Phillips and Madrid.
great help to every aspiring youth. The nomination,” the writer adds; is bound ‘We are glad to see that the Western press, active part
(4
in religious work is very gratiuniversal verdict is strongly in favor of to preserve its own unity, as much from generally, while expressing deep regret fying.
Rev. J. C. 08GO0D writes from ani
ho
the book. The literary columns of our schisms within as from foes without; and for Mr. McKee, personally, yet have no - Action
was taken which we hope may N. H., that within a few weeks a number
hve
exchanges speak highly of it, and several this is the extent of our'sffefiding against apologies to offer for "his crime and no result
in supplying libraries for the native found Christ and others have renewed their
‘of our prominent clergymen refer to it as those who are fomenting discord among fault to find with the verdict. The Chipreachers at the different stations. This determination to serve God. Also, that he
exceeding their expectations. ‘An old us,—this and nothing more.”
| cago Evening Journal, in a candid review is
©
closes a pleasant pastorate of three years with
a pressing

want.

These

men,

upon

the e¢hfarch in that place, March 17.
A)
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The pastor writes

he

in this place.
hopefully of the religious work
Christ, and
ht
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Twenty-three persons have

in their society, will cost young men only
of
tokens
ial
substant
dollars per year.
more
five
with
faces, together
appreciation. A most pleasant evening was
At Spa, in Belgium, during the last year,
spent, and the financial burdens of the pastor
Lord's Supper was commemorated acthe
and family made lighter by at least a hundred
to Protestant forms for the first
Y
cording
result.
l
practica
dollars as the more
Protestantism was trampled
since
B. time
WE are pained to learned that Rev. A.
heel of the Duke of Alva,
iron
Du
the
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ander
at
Taylor, late pastor of the church
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lars three centuries ago.
Lac, Wis., is no more. ‘We have no particu
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health
l
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further than that
There are nearly 100,000 colored Baptists
have been failing gradually for some weeks in Georgia.
The Ebénezer Association has
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past. |
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over

A friend
8 Hobbs,

the religions
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to be
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Bro. D., at the commencement
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some extra meetings
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a precious

Kansas.

church,

ROCKINGHAM Q. M.—Held

Q: M’s were in attendance.

s with the
Rev. F. REED will close his labor
April next.
of
first
the
Me.,
,
Gray
in
church
J
a five years’
Rev. L. E. Bares will close
church, the
pastorate with the Fubius, N. Y.,

pouring of the Spirit in several of the

were

this Q. M.,

N.
THE séries of meetings held in Elmira,
, and
Y.. for six weeks past are about closing
results.
have been attended with the best of
ted,
About 50 have been reclaimed, and conver
united
96 have been baptized, 34 in all have

as

ry.

Then,

are

you

ministry, don’t

the

in

brethren

enjoying

your churches that you have no

a revival

Send for him,and his words
Phillips's services,
&
will help you in the good work.

and wife

would

thanks to their friends int Oakfield, Wis.,

for

miles south

a

:
donation of $70.00, on Dec. 16.
Rev. M. H. BLACKAN gratefully acknowledges a donation Jan. 19, from friends ' in

to

the

amount

of

sixty-four

dollars,

which with previous gifts increases the sum
seventy-five dollars.

to

ie
WESTERN.

Pu Mission Committee of the Michigan theY.

M. has, we learn, voted to set agide for

Feb.

HUNTINGTON
Starksboro, Vt.,

in

a

Sabbath

school

Letters

forty

from

from

Price, 50 cents; $40 per 100 Copies.

The “Moody and Sankey Song Book”
BE

Clerk.

. M. will be held with the church’in
February 26—27.
R. W, CARL, Clerk.
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portion to its ability, in raising mission funds
the coming year we shall be mistaken.
WE are informed that sister Ruby Bixby has
held a series of meetings at Spencer's Grove,
Towa, lately. The church has been much
strengthened and several converted. Five have
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WHAT IS LIFE ?
A

little crib beside the bed,

A little face above the spread,
A little frock behind the door,
A little shoe upon the floor.

the horses,
if eager to

Soon after they had started, Uncle Jake
said, ** Look, quick, Milly! do. you see
that crooked old apple-tree, with a bit of

old chimney near it?” Milly did see it.
‘‘ You can see the huge\fire-place yet,” he

A little hand within is laid;
A little cottage, ucres four,

A little old-time household store,
fumily gathered round
i
turf-heaped, tear-dewed mound;
added to the soil, .
rest from hardest toil,

A little silver in his hair,
A little stool and easy-chair,
A little night of earth-lit gloom,
A little cortege to the tomb.

THE ANSWER,
We wished the winter days away—
‘ After March winds and April rain,”
1 said, ** will come the warmth of May,
And then you will be strong again,”
When snows were deep and winds were wild
‘We talked of summer woods and streams,
Till all the present was beguiled
To gladness by our happy dreams,
Beside the fire I pictured days
‘When spring, transforming all the land,

Invests the common scenes and ways
With charms

At nine o’clock,a big, four-seated sleigh
was at the door. Milly was snugly
tucked in between Aunt Rhoda and Uncle

overtake the two sleighs that had preced-

A little blithesome, winsome maid,

continued, “‘ Well, there the log-house
stood, in which I was born. Mighty nice
times we used to have winter evenings,
when the great pine knots lighted, as well
as warmed,
the room, I doubt if any feasts

ing,

‘Ialways had something or other.
an

ex-

cellent hunter. One day we were out in
And planned : “ When you are well, we too
search of game, when Lion peunced upon
‘Will help the general holiday,
a porcupine. The next instant he gave
Will celebrate the time, and you
a howl of rage and pain. You see he
Shall be the gayest of the gay.”
had
got his mouth and nose full of the
She answered with a little smile,
plaguy quills. © The points of these
That came’to eyes a shade too grave
And left them bright, * But wait a while,
quills are barbed, that is, there is a little
Till we are sure of wind and wave,”
three-cornered shaped thing on the point
of
each quill, one corner of which is at
And I smiled back,
Let those beware
the end of the quill and one sticks out
‘Who cross the path of my desire,
each side. This makes it very difficult to
‘Who raze my castles in the air,
Or spoil my pictures in the fire I”
°®
remove them. Poor Lion had to be
Brave words! brave words! in looking back, bound, and have his mouth braced open,
while the quills were removed with pinHow confident
and glad they seem!

cers.

Ah, what we have, not what we lack—

That is the shadow and the dream!

‘.1 guess he was keerful how he tetched porkypines arter that,” said a listener
on the next seat.
“ On the contrary, he was so eager for
game that he never learned to let them
alone. Four different times, Lion went
through the torture of having the ugly
quills drawn out. It finally caused his

I prayed, 1 hoped, and never knew
The higher meaning in my prayers,
Until the perfect answer grew
-~Tnto my knowledge, unawares;
For April lingers, loath to go,

And God has made his blessing plain.
What can I wish for, since I know
That she is well and glad again?

blindness,

some

time

after,

death.”

Safe where no care or grief can come,

thinkin’ animals arter this,” said
on next seat.
ion

+ * Better not

And happy as the angels are!
— Harper's Magazine.

BY H

‘We are always sure to win.

Brave and steady, strong and trusting,

Be this fainting heart of mine;
Lean on Jesus, he will help thee,—
Christ, the true and living Vine.
Let us nobly bear our trials,
Waiting for the storms to cease ;
Then, with hands all calmly folded,
Cross the rolling flood in peace.

said

Uncle

o

“Once Thad a tame woodchuck. I
dug him out from under a stump, when
he was but a baby, and carried him home.

All our trusting be in vain?

No, ab! no, the patient waiting,
Brighter makes the crown we gain.

‘Thenupward, onward, still keep striving,
Christ has trod the thorny way ;
He will guide us to the heaven,
And the realms of perfect day.

Circle,

MILLY AT THE LUMBERING

CAMP,

E. 8. B,

“ Would Milly-like t6 go with us over
to Pine Crick to-morrow? We're invited
to take dinner at the lumbering camp.
A lot of us are going and we expect to
have a jolly time.”
Aunt Rhoda’s round face looked so
beaming as she said this, that no one
could doubt that the jolliness would be
sure to go, if she went.
“ We'll take good care of her,” she
continued, seeing Grandma look undecided.

let me

‘bout

listener
:

seen, Uncle Jake went on.

Shall our toiling, waiting, hoping,

“Oh, do

‘Don’t know about that,”

more

he would seize a snake of any other kind
and shake its life out in no time.- It's my
idea that, about porcupines, Lion was a
good deal like children that keep doing
naughty things because they find enjoyment in them, even if they know they
.
shall get whipped every time.”
They were ascending a long hill, and
as there was not much of interest to be

If we follow where he leads us

BY

nothin’

would stand at a distance and bark, while

A. C.

Jesus is our noble leader,
Through this. world of toil and sin;

Family

say

his

Jake, shaking his head, “ this same Lion
would never go near a rattlesnake, but

OUR DIVINE LEADER.

.

and,

Ah, let my selfish grief be dumb!

‘Why should I wrong the dead so far?

go,” pleaded Milly,

eagerly, and that decided it.

He grew finely and was as playful as a
kitten. TI used to have my hands all coyered with fine scratches that I got in our
,
frolies.”
“Didnt he bother you by eating things
in the garden?” asked Aunt Rhodu.
“Not much. He was rather hard on the
lettuce, but he was such a pet with.us all
that we didu’t mind. By fall, he was
large and fat and sleek, and had always
been very good matured. All at once he
disappeared, and the folks thought he
had burrowed and gone; into
winter

“quarters,

but, tie

days

afterwards, I

saw something queer sticking up through
a large knot-hole in the cellar door. Our
cellar door was a trap-door right in the
middle of the kitchen floor. I ran to
see what it was, and to my delight

found

He
it to be the nose of my woodchuck,
drew back his head as I approached, and
I thrust down my hand to pet him, as

usual, when he bit my

forefinger right

through,—the naughty fellow. He stayed around two or three days, so cross that
strangers hardly dard come into the
bouse, and then

went

into

winter

quar-

ters in real earnest. In the spring(he
came out so lank and lean th
dly

‘Be sure and be ready early. We
must be off by nine o’clock,” and Aunt
knéw him, but just as good-natured as he
Rhoda burried away as though she had a

could be.

great deal to do in order to get ready.

He stayed but a° few days,

Milly had been in Pennsylvania only a however, and I never saw him again.”
The road was

continually growing
everything was so different
from her Rhode Island home that, with a more and more hilly, and the houses were
child’s engerness, she hailed this oppor- very scattering.
“We're getting over
tunity for a long ride in this new countowards the
try,
ae
¢ Crick’ now,” said Uncle

week,

and

Jake.

‘*‘ What makes them call it * Crick,’ ”
They soon turned off from the regular
asked
Milly, *‘ when
it is spelled road on to a narrow dugway, by which
C-r-e-e-k?”
they began to ascend a very high hill,or
“Law sakes, child, I don’t

everybody

does.”

And

know, only

Grandma

went

STAR, FEBRUARY

small mountain it might

more properly

becalled.

a road dug

A dugwayis

in

to look for some red yarn, from which to the side of a hill. This one was very
knit Milly some mittens : while the child narrow, just allowing one team to pass at

the horses, and it seemed

‘as though

they

were going down without guide or leader, But the descent was short and safe.

By and by, off at a little distance, saw Milly’
a pluce where the bill was almost perpendicular, down which a narrow clearing

had been made

and the snow

worn smooth, as though it were

had

been

a boys’

sliding place.
“Is it possible,” asked Milly, * that
any one has been $liding down there p"
*“Oh, that is a ‘run-way,’ or *log-slide’

—— HRN
"

A AAT

that

AI

the

EIN

other

runnen

The

horses

were

So

un-

we have ypassed,

where

the

trees

work.

Witerary Bebreho,

grew

whase delicacy and fineness of execution must

* So they tried to be thankful, if their feet

delight, him, even if the subject itself were
vold of interest to him.

thick down close to the very road.”

were cold and snowy. There was a general feeling of relief, when at last they
came

out

in

the

open

road,

and

when at last they entered the village and
approached their home, Grandma was
ready to receive them. Milly wrote to
her

Rhode

was glad

Island.

she

friends,

that

went that time,

she

but that

nothing could tempt her to go again.
0-0-4
+o

On a sultry Sunday morning,

the ‘pas-

tor’s little girl, of nearly three summers,
became weuried at the length of the sermon, and in a low tone of voice, but very
earnestly,said, to the great amusement of

cauzht in a boom and sawed into lamber,
which is carried by rafts down tie Sus-

;

Diiriug its progress through

the ladies, and vodding awkwardly

to the

through

some

of

the

Provinces, parts of Normandy
and thé Channel Islands, made

a

hole

under-

neath, lift out a steaming pot of beans,
where they had been baked by hot coals

and rocks.

Just then Mr. Lyman

came

in and announced that dinner was ready,
and that dispelled all other thoughts, for
7
they were very hungry.
The dinner showed plainly that Nat
was accustomed to provide for very hungry people, who needed a good deal of
the fatty element to warm them.
Hank enlivened the hour after dinner
by his quaint descriptions of incident sconnected with their camp-life. Then the
sun reminded them that they must start
for home. All felt that those dug-ways
must be passed while there was plenty of

light.

But none of them dreaded the 're-

scrambled up the steep hill-side, and held

them,

Ere

summer of 1878.

Netherland

The most of them baveal-

tions that are presented.

ready appeared in Scribner's Monthly, where
they attracted considerable attention

by

a new

thing

for “a

their

tion of American literature, from the earlies
t
timeto the present day, are contained in it,

farmer” to

exhibit just this kind of product.
Here is the very first paragraph in the book :
“ We bad stopped to change coaches atthe

bamlet of Bundg, near the Dutch border of
East Frieslund, and

to take our last glass of

German beer in the little parlor of the Posthouse, where a few Dutch ornaments had

and pluck

one

of is

ripe

* beauties”

Ifit is an anthology

of verse or sentiment, it appears in: the poets
quoted. And so a full history and illustrg
.

fresh, entertaining style, their instructive contents, and the novelty of their authorship,—it
being almost

their works, classifies

assigns them position and relation, ung

presents such a variety of interesting features
that one hardly knows which to admire
If it is biography of famous and honored
names that one wants, hereit is, If it is de.
scription, or essay, or novelette, or whatever
else for leisure reading, here it is in the selec

and Brittany,
in the waning

The work that the accomplished Duyeki
nck
brothers did for it twenty years ago has been

admirably supplemented by the presen
t editor,

M. Laird Simon, who has dealt with the
new
and rising schoolof writers in a critical
and
appreciative manner. It is published in
a be-

fitting style, the portraits of distinguished per=

fora

sons make

it equal

to a picture album, and

the autographs of nearly every person mene
tioned complete the details of information that
the curious are always glad to get. Terms, &e,,

may be learned of Horace King, Thompson.
ville, Ct., the Agent for New England, or of
the publishers,
From the same source come parts V=VII1
of “ Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia and Univer
.
sal Dictionary,” which is now presented
ina
revised form. Many new articles have been
inserted, and eighteen large colored maps, of
the best workmanship, added.
The work is
edited by Dr. Colange,
and brings the history

of all countries, with an

account of their cus-

toms, laws, language, religion, resources, &c.,
friend.
.{ down to the present time.
It represents not
There was a good deal that was quaint and
interesting to be seen in the countries that he the work of one man, nor of ten, but of a
visited. Holland is a land of primitive tastes much greater number, who have delved in
History
t , Biography, Gee
and implements. Also of modern culture and every departofmen
ography, Science, Arts and Literature,
and
machinery.
Its old wind-mills, its plain and
given us the best results of their work.
Thus
mossy cottages,its fair and handsome maidens,
its contents are quite as varied as they
=not to observe any particular order of menare
complete. 1t is unqualifiedly an excellent
tion,—its curious water-pumps, its system
of
and
valuable production.
It Is furnished by
irrigation, its modes of locomotion, the rustic
subscription, to be completed in sixty-four
simplicity of its inhabitants, their manners,
parts, at 50 cents each, New Kngland Agent
customs and industries,~these enter into the
same as above,
A specimen number with
book, in text or picture or suggestion, and
map sent to any address for 20 cents,
win one to its
pages
with an irresistible

neath.

The turpentine in the wood,

heat

included

the

people

themselves,

as

well

At Montreal, Canada, is a larger bell than

any infEngland, weighing 29,400 pounds.
It was imported in 1843 for the Notre;
Dame Cathedral.
j
Hieu Laxes. * Here is something about
the lakes which are high up among the
Rocky Mountains:
There are hundreds of Jakes in the
Rocky Mountains.
Prominent among
them are the

Twin Lakes

altitude

8,700

feet; San Cristobel and Lake Mary, in the
Sanduan County (somewhat hi

her) ; and

Grand Lake, in Middle Park.
There are
many smaller lakes in the region of the
timber line, varying in elevation from 10,-

000 to 12,000

feet.

These

lakes

are

all

along the snowy region—in the National,
Elk, Saguache, San Miguel, Uncompahre, Sangre de Cristo, and other ranges.
Iv the Nationa! Range, which, according
to Professor Hayden, * is by far the larg-

éra, and produced several valuable works.
His style was elegant, pure and forcible, and
was greatly admired.
We have here his Plea

ographical sketch, analyses

Plea and the Treatise,

notes,

in

English

and

of the

indexes of

words, places cited, and subjects.
It meets
every requirement of a first-class text-book,
and, like its predecessors, will be likely to be

chosen by both

teacher

and

student desiring

the works of the authors presented,
Mr. Frank Vincent, Jr., author of “ The
Land of the White Elephant,” has given us,

through Harper & Brothers, an account of
thirty thousand miles of travel in Oceunica,

from Guiana, South America.

without food.

the Tropics.” ($1.50).

the

United

States,”

there are several considerable lakes above
the sea-level.

@

Most of our cayenne

pepper

comes

& Co. have published, in

asa serial in the Atlantic, It isa perfect
story. Its matchless grace and beauty of expression, its pure diction, and the mosaic finish of almost every paragraph, put it in the

first order of literary merit; while its clear
acalysis of character, its artistic description of

scenery or adventure, and the wonderful
ease
and consistency with which the narrative
is
sustained throughout its long course,
make it
one of the first novels of the time. ($2.00;

The

new

edition of Ralph Waldo

Emerson's

Essays, Which JamesI. Osgood & GU: Nave
just brought out, is quite likely to find a ready
welcome. It contains his * Poetry and Imagination,” “ Social Aims,” “ Eloquence,” * Resources,” “The Comic,” “ Quotation and
Originality,” * Progress and Culture,” * Per.
sian Poetry,” “ Inspiration,”
Greatness,”
and “ Immortality.” That list comprises the
best expressions of Mr.

Emerson’s

rare intel-

lect. The essays are learned, cultured and
philosophical, and while we must regret their
philosophy we must at least admire the genius
displayed in them. Both for style and thought
we

know of no better volume

hands of careful and

to

put

into the

conscientidus

readers.

($2.00).
The same publishers add * The Scarlet Let-

ter,” ¢ Mosses from an old Manse,” (2 vols.)
and *‘ The Snow Image and Other Twice-told

Tales” to their “ Little Classics” edition of
Hawthorne’s works. The first named is one of
the master-pieces in literature.
The, edition

will contain
each,

twenty-one

HALVES.

novel.

volumes

at $1.25

r¥

A

.

By James Payn,

author

of ** Cecil's Trust, ** Found Dead,” * Won—
Not Wooed,” ete. New York: Harper &

Brothers.

pp.

126.

OWEN GWYNNE’S GREAT WORK.
A Novel.
By the author of * The Story of Wandering
Willie,” *¢ Conrad the Squirrel,” ete, Same

publishers.
pp. 119,
VICTOR AND VANQUISHED.
A Novel.
By
Mary Cecil Hay, author of “Old Myddleton’s

Hovey?

145,

“The

Bquire’s

Legacy,” ete. pp.

Each octavo, paper, price 50 cents,
SR

Something new in the line of decorative Art
is the fern mottoes which represent the taste

and inventive skill of Mrs, Anna K. Weaver,
of Salen, 0. They also represent her missionary spi rit,for she gives

the proceeds of sale to

bless the heathen. The principle. is, that the
ferns are arranged into mottoes,texts,&c., and

then photographed on a black ground,
the neatest exhibition of that style

we have seen.

making

of art that

The New England Agent is D.

B. Baker, 21 High St., Boston, to whom can
vassers may apply. Mrs. 0, W. Scott, St. John

v

8t., agent for Dover,

——

for the Christians, and Treatise on the Resur/ Harper's Magazine for February amply
rection of the Dead, in Greek text, which is .repays one for waiting for it.
Its attractive
unusually clear and legible, followed by a bie feature is the first installment of George Eliot's

Australasia and India, ia which he describes
the scenery and products of those lands, and
the manners and customs of their inhabitants,
The high favor with which his former volume
was received might naturally have prompted
him to issue a second, even if he had n’t any=
thing really worth telling. But he had something worth telling, and he has well told it,

est and grandest in’

James R. Osgood

a 12mo. volume of 482 pages, H. James, Jr's,
RODERICK HUDSON, which appeared last year

as

their homes and farms, What they raised and
men, proceeded a short distance away, ed and smoked, runs into gutters which how they raised it; their geperal relation to
are
prepared
to receive it under the pile, and dealing with Nature; how they utilized
where, while lighting their pipes, they
improved the opportunity to take a more This is tar, of which each kila pro duces and trained her; sketehes of natural scenery;
also the social pastimes of the people, their
prolonged view of these specimens of fe- abont 100 barrels.
Tar is used to coat the bottom of ships habits, both good and bad, modes of worship,
male humanity. Then, shouldering their
and now and then a scrap of old bistory, or of
axes, they were soon lost from sight in to’ make them water-tight, and is boiled present fact that seems ancient enough to have
down to make pitch, and is also a
the woods.
stepped bodily out of the time of the Conquest ;
““ Now make things fly, Nat,” said Mr. medicine. Rosin, dissolved in alcohoj ~these are features of the book, that the suLyman, good-naturedly, *‘ and get these forms varnishes. It also has many other thor has fashioned into pleasant shape by his
‘ere folks sumthin’ to eat in no time. It’s uses. Turpentine is used in preparing ready and often artistic touch, giving us page
awful hongry work ridin’ over these paints and varnishes, in the manufacture after page of the charmingest reports from the
rustic regions of Brittany and the Netherlands
of India rubber, and as a medicine.
hills in]this frosty air.’
that have lately come to us. The book is are
GREAT BELLS. From Appleton’s Amer- tistically manufacturéd, as well us pleasantly
The last remark was addressed to the
ican Cyclopedia, we gather a few facts written, and would grace any book-shelf,
ladies, who admitted its truth.
whether in mansion or eottage. Get it and see
Nat neither looked up. nor spoke, but about some of the largest bells in the
if it would n’t.
world;
and
right
worked with an efficiency that showed
here some one may
him to be master of his business. The like to know that the metalof which bells
room in which our company found them- are made is a mixture of copper and tin. ATHENAGORAS. Edited for Schools and Colleges,by F. A. March, LL. D. With ex~
selves was quite large, with three tables Thealloy, as the mixture is called, varies all
planatory notes by W. B. Owen, A. M.,
in it. Each table was supplied with the way from 66 to 80 per cent. of copper,
adjunct Professor of Christian Greek in Lafayette. College.
New York: Harper
&
men. and the remainder of tin. In very fine
benches that would seat twenty
Brothéf%," 1876. 12mo. pp. 262. ($1.75);
Near one end of the room was an im- bells a little silver is sometimes put in:
This isthe. fourth volume in the series of
mense fire-place, in one corner of which,
The great bell of Moscow, called the Christian Greek and Latin writers, provided
on a great bed of coals, a huge coffee-pot Tsar Kolokol, or King of Bells, is the for in an endowment by Mr. Benjamin Dougsent forth a delightful aroma. In the largest in the world. It is 19 feet 3 inches lass, for their study in Lafayette College.
high, and measuves around its margin 60 Three volumes, * Latin Hymns,” * The Ecother corner was another bed of coals feet 9 inches.
It
is estimated
to clesiastical History of Eusebius”
heaped up in a mound-like shape, and weigh
443,772 pounds, and the met- pnd selections), and * Tertullian”(first book
(Select
Aunt Rhoda was right, when she guessed alin it is valued at more than £300,Works)
have preceded it, and a volume of
there were potatoes in there. In one cor- 000. The bells of China rank next in “ Justin Martyr” is now ready
for the press,
ner of the room, a place about nine feet size to those of Russia, but are much in- to be followed by * Augustine,” and other
ferior to them in form and. tone. In Pesquare was rudely partitioned off, which king, it is stated by Father
Le Compte, ~volumes of the Christian Fathers, und perhaps
Hank called his private parlor. In it there are seven bells, each weighing 120,- of more modern authors who have written in
Curi- 000 pounds. A bell taken from the
were his trunk, bed and one chair.
Dagon Latin. Almost no place has been given in our
|
osity next led them up an almost perpen- pagoda at Rangoon was valued at $80,- schools and coileges to these writers, who
dealt with the best if the sternest aspects of
dicular flight of steps to the loft, where in 000. Among the bells recently cast for the Christian religion, and whose productions,
the new Houses of Parliament, the largone large room were ranged the beds of est weighs 14 tons. The nextlarg
est bell in down to what is called the Pagan Renaissance,
’
“ the boys.”
England was cast in 1845 for York Minster, were the common linguistic study of educated
‘“ Come down, and see him take out weighs 27,000 pounds, and is 7 feet 7 in- Christians. The project now being carried
the beans,” called Uncle Jake from below. ches in diameter. The famous bell called out is an important one, and can not fail to do
of Erfurt is consideredto be of good,
They backed down as quickly as possible, Susanne
the finest bell metal, containing the fargThe present volume is a worthy one in the
and just in time to see Nat lift a flat stone est proportion of silver; its weight
is series. Athenagoras was an Athenian who
that formed a part of the hearth in front about 30,000 pounds; it was cast in 1497. figured in the second century of the Christian

of the fire-place, and from

pious selections from

The volume is a collection of papers describing a trip

quehanpa to a market. But, here we are.”
And Uncle Jake rose in his seat and
Tar; Rosin and Turpentine,
waved his nat, while general rejoicing
Most
of our turpentine is obtained from
spread from sleigh to sleigh.
Sure enough! They had entered a the ** long-leaved pine tree,” which grows
small clearing and stopped before a large, abundantly in North Carolina,
South
low log-cabin.
A portly, weather-beaten Carolina, Georgia, Florida and parts of
man came from the door, brimming over other south-eastern States.
Iu the season when the sap runs, notchwith good humor, whom all the ladies
esare
cut in these pines, from which the
called Mr. Lyman, and all the men-‘called
juice runs and is caught. One maa can
Hank, in tones of great familiarity.
.
“Got along, hey?” said Hank, as he attend 7000 of these trees in a season and charm.
But Holland is 0’t the only country visited.
gather
over
100
barrels
of
turpentine.
smilingly helped the ladies to alight.
Most of this crude turpentine is distill- Normandy and Brittany have their peculiar
‘‘ Hain’t much used tua seein’ women folks
ed,
produting what is known as the oil or features, which the author did not fail to see,
here,but you must make yerselves ter hum.
and the Channel Islands have yet to be visited
Go right iinand warm yerselves. Never spirits of turpentine. After distillation, a by a very dull writer not to yield him somemind about the boys. They're jest done substance remains in the still, and this is thing worth carrying away, Mr. Waring
seems
to have found something worth atten
dinner.
They thought they should be rosin.
tion at almost every turn,although the inhabitWhen
the
pines
become
old, and not
skeered, eatin’ afore folks, so I told Nat—
ants generally lead a hard, toilsome life, and
he’s the cook ye know—he'd better get in much turpentine can be, gathered from rarely present an attractive side to a man of
them, they are cut down and chopped in- taste and enterprise,
their victuals afore ye come.”
Throughout his journey, the rural and agJust then * the boys,” who proved to to small pieces, and piled up in a heap.
be forty-five stout, red-shirted men, came This is then carefully covered with earth, ricultural features of the countries visited,
from the cabin, and looking askance at and a slow fire is kept burning under- claimed the most of his attention. But that

a big shawl said Uncle Jake, in an undertone, to, Aunt that bad obtained
such momentum, that
over her cloak, and mittens over her Rhoda, as he noticed
how very near one it could not well be stopped. Hastily
the
gloves, and a big scarf over her ears, runner of the sleigh
was to the edge of ladiesswere helped from the sleighs, They
and

trees.

crept in among the miore familiar forms.”
those who sat near, “Come, papa, that's That is almost
a key to the book.
It at once
enough; let's go home,”
lets the reader in to the country that he is to
visit, and suggests the direct, unperplexing
EER eS
.
The
A little miss upon being one day ban- way in which it is tobe shown him.
tered because she was a girl, and having author is no literary maneuverer.: Whenever
he sees anything that he wants anybody else to
represented to her that boys were much see, he comes straight out and
presents it,
- more useful creatures in the world, .al- His expression is ready and
apparently almost spontaneous.
The thought seems to lie
torrent, that lifts the logs from its banks though they were usually more trouble,
sclear cut and maturein his mind, and needs
and hurries them away down the stream. was asked if she did not wish she were a only the oceasion
to bring it out, just us he
On they go, until they reach a place where boy. *‘No, indeed,” she quietly replied, might walk without flourish "or parade up
to
*“I'se
worse than most boys now.”
there is a saw-mill. There they are
one of his Flemish pear trees on Ogden farm,

curled herself up in a flag-bottomed chair a time. It was made simply for the ac- turn so much as Milly. She soon became
by the window, and resting her elbows? commodation of the lumbering men, and used to the steep descent, however, and
amused herself in fancying the tall, silent
on thesill, and her chin on her hands
, she teams seldom needed to pass each other.
|. pines to be giants asleep. They had just
looked dreamily at the snow-covered
As they commenced ascending this commenced a steep ascent, when the
hills.
dugway, Milly's heart almost stood still sleigh suddenly stopped. Anxious voices
Grandma bustled about, the next mornfrom fear. The road, as it wound around were heard in the sleigh ahead. The
ing as though she had a regiment to
pro- the hill ahead of them, looked so steep men were springing out.
Milly looked
: vide for, instead of one ten-year-o
ld girl and narrow, thatit seemed
frightful to eagerly, and saw that two oxen had just
to get ready. Milly must have a warm ascend it.
appeared in sight in the narrow way.
‘soap-stone for her feet, ond old stockings
** Rather a bad place to meet a team,” They were drawing an
immense pine log,
drawn on over her shoes, hind

Thon a lunck-basket must be filled, for it the descent,

on by the

9, 1876.

the r
ly held Uncle Jake's hand tightly, so as hitched. Then, by uniting all their effor(s
we have frequently expressed our high appre.
to be ready if an-nccident should happen. on one sleigh at a time, the men dragged
clation of it,und row that itis all at hand whepo
it canbe examined entire, We are more than
But (bey reached the highest point in safe- them far enough up the hill-side to allow
A FARMER'S VACATION. B George E. War- ever convinced of its fullness and value,
ty,and then began to descend on the other the oxen and log to pass.
ing, Jr., of Ogden Farm. fiiustrated. Bos- There is no other work like it
In the giejq
side.of the hill by a dugway quite as steep
‘I don’t know what would have beSquare 8vo * | Which jtcovers.
ton: James R. Osgood & Co.
That it gives the names {
as the other. The descent seemed to Mil- come of us,” said Uncle Jake, when they | pp. 261. ($6.00.)
persons who are really entitled to a place
in
We hardly believe we should like the person.
ly worse than the ascent, for, being so were once more packed into” the sleighs,
such a work is but one of its minor merits,
If
he
didn’t
who
really
disliked
this
book,
I
f
h
i
far back in the sleigh, she could not see “‘if this had happened in some places that
It gives full biographical shetches of them, co.
like the text, there would be its illustrations,

in lordly halls were ever enjoyed with a
keener relish than the apples that were
baked, and the corn that was popped in sometimes we call it, on wkich the logs
the ashes in that big fire-place, Then the are sent down into the valley below.
corn-cakes that mother used to bake-en a “You see the way it is, in the winter a
board Lefore the fire, beat anything you gang of men come out here into the
can cook in your stoves now-a-days.”
woods, and camp out. That is, they live
. Aunt Rhoda laughed softly to herself, together in a log house, which is built!for
as she remembered how many hot rolls the. Occasion. And here they stay all
Uncle Jake disposed of that very morn- | winter long, gnd cut down trees, ahd
ing. Milly liked to hear her uncle talk, trim them, and slide them down these
80 when she saw that he grew silent and ‘run-ways’ into the valley below.
In the
thoughtful, she asked,
spriag,the rains come and the snow melts,
‘* Did you have any pets to amuse you and these steep hill-sides send number:
in those days P”
less little streams down into the valley.
*¢ Oh, yes,” said Uncle Jake, brighten- Then the tiny stream becomes a
rushing

At, one time I had a dog, that was

we can not understand.

MORNING

to’ was already slightly up the hill-side. Mil-

ed them.

A little pencil, slate, and rule.

little
little
little
little

is a special mission of grandmothers
see that children have enough to eat.

Jake on the back seat, and
full of spiyit, started off as

A little lad with dark brown hair,
A little blue-eyed face and fair;
A little Inne that leads to school,

A
A
A
A

.

pea

new noel, “ Daniel Deronda.”

of modern

Itis a story

English life, and shows all the men-

tal depth and subtle analysis of character in
which that author excels. It bids fair tobe a
powerful and absorbing tale. . The two illustrated biographical sketches in the number, of
Dr. John Todd and Hon. A, H, Stepbens, are
full of interest. Porte Crayon contributes a
humorous paper, and Vassar College is de
scribed in an illustrated paper
by Anna C.

Brackett.
Julian Hawthorne’s “ Garth?” develops new power and fascination. Poems are
contributed by Aldrich, Will Wallace Harney,
and a new

writer,

Zadel

B.

Buddington

name, and the editorial departments cover
admirable field of enterprise.

by

an

po

‘“The Courtship of Miles Standish,” “Enoch

Arden,” James T, Fields’s paper on Hawthorne, and W. D. Howell’s “ A Day’s Pleas-

WHEN a bee, wasp or a hornet stings, and the reader will not fail to say so, His de- ure’? are to be added to Osgood’s vest-pocket
it is nearly always at the expense of iis scriptions of life on the wave remind one of series.
‘the vivid pictures in * Two Years before the
* A curious historical document has been is$900
lite. =
Mast,” while the whole contents of the book
SERPENTS are $o tenacious of life that are generally critical, sensible and apprecia- sued by West, Johnson & Co., of Richmond,
they will ive for six months and longer tive. Itis entitled *‘ Through and Through Va., inp fac simile of the Virginia ordinance
of secession, with all the signatures.
AMONG the Bosjesmen of South

Africa,

the average hight of men is about four
and a hulf feet, and that of the woinen
four feet, The Patagonians average six
teet.

The CYOLOPEDIA

Thé State Librarian of Mich. has received a

OF AMERICAN

LITERA-

TURE, which T, Ellwood Zell, of Philadelphia,
has been issuing in stated parts, is now com-

pleted, and'orders can be filled for the entire

full set of the English

prising eighty<three

statutes

at”Jarge,

com-

volumes, commenced A.

D. 1865, all neatly printed and bound in calf,
making a valuable acquisition to the Law Department of the State Library.

i“

"THE
| Biterary Miscellany.

MORNING

THINGS TO REMEMBER.
Oh, many a shaft, at random sent,

Finds mark the archer little meant, And many a word, at random 8 oken,
May soothe or wound, a heart that’s broken.

The man who is disgusted with all the world,

is seldom satisfied with himself,

Swetchine.

9, 1876.
© Goueational,

brief summary. of figures will show to explain that the subject of his paper
how business ut the stock-yards has was—as would be seen by reference to |
early in the Revolution, preached his last. gone on during the improvements we copy~—not is there no barn in Guilford,but
?, If the editor
four millions of is there no balm in Gilead
ave skeléhed, About
EBANON ACADEMY .—G. F. CHASE,
sermon, upon the duties which men owe
vate
famili
, Board
live hogs, have been received.' Add to of the (tobe wiil callon the editor of. this
A. M., Principal, with full board of teach | BF
to their country, saying, in conclusion,
clubs ol Apply early,
;
Lb
ers.
.
:
Worcester
paper,
he
will
doubtless
be
these
about
nine
hundred
thousand
beef
ota fresh
on to students who have thé minis.
There is a time for all things—a time to
‘Pupils fitted for business or the best colleges.
preach and a time to fight—and now is cattle and a half a'million sheep, and we flooded with intelligent sympathy.—A4l- Spring Term, of 10 weeks, begius8 Feb. o 15, 1876.
RING TERM of 1876 begins February 22
For particulars address the principal or
wii!
Two full courses, English and Classical.
the time to fight,” with which words he have a to'al in round numbers of pearly bamy Journal.
LLIBU
HAYES,
Sec.
Trust.
es.
The
Faculty, by Imparting instruction ina thor.
five
and
a
half
million
head
of
live
stoc
stripped off his clerical gown, appeared
W. Lebanon.
ough
and practical manner,
the use ot the
in full uniform, read his commission as received. Only about one-fourth of that
best
books, and by careful attention to the
THE ORIGIN OF NEWSPAPERS,
‘wants of scholars, hope
to deserve the continued
colonel inthe American army, and straight- number has been shipped, the remainder
\TORTHWOOD SEMINARY .—NORTH- approbation of the
8.
’
by the huge packway formed a regiment amoung his parish- having been consu
Who thought of the newspaper first?
. woop, N. H.
or further information address the Principal,
or,
WARREN
F088,
Secretary,
joners. From
this grandsire down Dr. ing and other like interests huv: 2 their It seems to have had its birth in that land
F. L. EVANS, A. B., Principal.
“Winter Term of ten weeks, commences WednesCenter Strafford. January 26, 1876,
of vivid
gesture and grave gossip, Italy,
Mahlenberg inberits the remarkable en- headquarters in Chicago. Probably -b
1,
and the first paper of which we have any days December
ergy that has made his life so useful. He January 1,the total valuationof live stoc
y LTO N
LLEGIATE
INSTITerm of eleven weeks, commences |.
was ordained a clergyman of the Episco- at the yards during the year will exceed a record was a monthly, published in Venice Wednesday, Fesuary 24, 1876,
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Chicago
by order of the government, in manupal church about 1820. He preached for hundred million doliars,—
. Tasker
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REV. G. 8, BRADLEY,A. M. Principal; MRS.
script, as printing had not then been insome time in Lancaster, Pa., from which
Northwaod Ridge, N. H., Nov: 24, 1875.
. BRADLEY, Preceptres
|.
MAX ADELER TELLS A STORY.
vented. It was called a Gaszzelita which
place he removed to Flushing, L, I., and
‘all
Term
of
12
weeks
ns
August
31st,
1875.
thence to New York, where he became
Max Adeler tells a new story, the gist word is a derivative of Gazzera, the name YI UON LITERARY INSTITUTION,
Winter Term of 14 oer Bo pire
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Library,
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to
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Bill Slocum was nominated for Mayor
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’
ures.
Faculty :
sister. But his greatest work is St. Luke's of Pencader, and one car, in a st:eet be seen thirty volumes "of Venetian
J. 8. BROWN, A. M.; Principal,
For circulars write to the Presiden. Rev. O. E.
G. H. STOCKBRIDGE, A. M., 4ssociate.
BAKER, or to the Principal.
AES
conversation, he reared, ** I've got to gazeties, in. manuscript, the last of
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dated
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century.
win.”
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» in 1846, 10 over
increasing a fund of since
its completion
Miss LELIA E. ¥oL8oM, Teacher of Music.
$200,000 In 1857, and
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Mrs. Martin, overhearing it im- The Venetian conservatives clung to their
old
Mu. SANFORD A. GOSS, Teacher of Penmanship.
he has presided over it as superintendent andrfecily, went around and reported that, Jonipt after printing was an accomplished With
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full
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competent
assistants.
Winter Term begins Tuesday, Decemler 5 1875.
act.
and chaplain, pecpying a suite of large
Three complete courses of *study:-Classical,
rs. Slocum had
twins. The boys
H, 8. COWELL
{
ELL, A. B,, Principal.
The epoch of the Spanish Armada, in Scientific, and Ladies’ course, School first class
For circulars, address the Principal.
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a
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playing
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Hail
to
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Chief,”
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Museum are preserved several newspa*+ore
eral ward clubs, some fire companies, a pers which were printed in 15688, while
FALL
TERM began Tuesday, August 24, 1875.
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The Evening ‘Post announce
The earliest of these is entitled
AarClergymen’s children and students relying
speech aout the cac- nel.
A CHICAGO PAPER.
greatest work of the famous asm. Bill madea
latest and
The English Mercurie, which by authority on their own exertions for an education, received
ofi
shouts
were
painter Meissonier has been purchased vass, and then there
at
reduced tuition.
‘
was
imprinted
at
London
by
her
Highto
Board from $3.00 Lo $3.50 in families; ia clubs
for Mr. A. T. Stewart of New York for where's the twins!” * Hold ‘em up
Bill said ness's printer, 1588.” In this early jour- at the lower rates, and rooms furnished for selfthe princely sum of 800,000 francs ($60,- the window!” and the like,
nal
are
the
news
of
the
day,
and
a
wellboarding.
od FIRST-CLASS YEWSPAPER.
For tyll particulars in regard to the School
000 in gold). This already celebrated thers was a mistake, but the band sar- written article, designed to arouse and
W.SANBORN,
painting is the largest work of the artist, casticall played. ¢ Listen to the Mock- stiffen timid loyalty, tells .of the discov- send for catalogue,
Sec’y. Board of Trustees.
louder
shouted
boys
the
and
Bird,”
ing
about five feet long and
g
a canvas
bein
Lyndonville, Vt.. 1875.
31
The Leading Republican Paper
ery of a Spanish plot to murder the queen,
containing many figures. Tt represents a forthe twins. When the truth prevailed There is ‘a heroic poem too, called
IN THE NORTH-WEST.
regiment ot French cuirassiers Aoing in- the assewnbly dispersed in disgust, and *¢ Elizabethe Triumphatis,” by one James
ICHOLS
LATIN
SCHOOL.—FRITZ
their Bill was overwhelmingly defeated at the

was settled in Woodstock, Va., and who,
mounting his pulpit one Sunday morning

%0 clear-sighted aud senThere is nothin
sible as & noble mind Yin a low estate.~Jane
a
Porter.
To have ideas is to gather flowers. To think
is to weave them fiunto garlands.—Madame

STAR, FEBRUARY

:

A

LE

ity for conceited people, be
Pye never
cause I ie LA carry their comfort about
Eliot.
with them.—Georqge

op

tape lois hot 1p emi | Hospi, which bh, pofoctod. and bu,
An ideal in the soul of a gifted artist ‘Wirries

nsmuted into a thoug
: penefieial and healthful exepbise

of mind.

wish

to

enjoy

weak

in

moral

But those persons who me

the excitements of their emotional natures en-

ervate their minds

purpose,~—McKaig.
It is no more

and grow

possible

for

5

an

keep together a certain stock
than it is possible to kee

ice e xposed to the meridian sun.
destroys a fact, a relation,

man

idle

to

of knowledge

together

a stock of

Every day

inference;

or an

and the only method of preserving the bulk
and value of the pile is by constantly adding to
it=Sidney Smith.

THE INTER-OGEAN.

“I WOULD NOT LIVE ALWAY."
The glorious hymn commencing
with
« [ would not live alway,” has long been
a favorite with the whole Christian church,

It is full of sweetness, comfort and holy

joy. It bas been sung by millions scat- to battle, and as they whirl past
tered all over the world, and will be re- /chief, Napoleon I,—who is geen upon a
ated by millions in ages yet to come. hillock in the middle
und of the comhe authorship of this beautiful
hymn be- position,—they salute him with the most
‘longs to Dr. William A. Muhlenberg. extravagant demonstrations, The pict
The original first apeated in the Episco- ure was begun ia 1865, and finally finpal Recorder, in Philadelphia, in 1824, and ished in September of last year, Parisian
read as follows:
critics regard iv as the masterpiece of
the painter.
“1 would not live alway—ljve alwa; below!
Lm

bidaen to

gos

cheer;
prop hets of

nk from

Apostles,
and mi
80 yilix trod?
3
Lie a spirit unblest
o'er
earth
would I roam,
Whe brethren and friends are all hastening home ?
“1 wonld not live alway: I ask not to
Where storm after storm rises dark o'er
way;
Where seeking for rest, we but hover around,
Like the patriarch’s bird, and no resting is found ;
Where Hope, when she paints her gray bow in the air,
Leaves its brilliance to fade in the night of despair,
And Joy's fleeting angel ne'er sheds a glad ray,
Save the gleam of the plumage that bears him away.
“1 would not live alway~thus fettered by sin,
Temptation without and corruption within:
n a moment of strength if I sever the chain,
Scarce the victory is mine, ere I'm captive
again;
E'en the raptureof pardon is min,
with
fears,
And the cup of thanksgiving with penitent tears;

The festival trump calls for jubilant songs,
But my spirit her own méserere prolongs.

“1 would not live alway no, Welcome the tomb;
Since Jesus hath lain
there, I dread not its gloom 3
Where he deigned to sleep, I'll too bow my
head,
All peaceful to slumberon that hallowed bed,
Then the glorious daybreak, to follow that night,
The orient gleam of
angels of light,
With their clarion call for
sleepers to rise
And chant forth their matius, away to the skies.
“Who would live alway, away from his God,
Away from yon heaven, that blissful abode,
Where the rivers of pleasure flow o'er the bright
;
plain
:
And the de
of glory eternally reigns;
Where the saintsof all ages in harmony meet

Their Saviour and brethren, transport to greet,

While the songs of salvation exultingly roll,
And the smile of the Lord is the feast of the soul ?
“ That heavenly music! what is it I hear?
The notes of the harper ring sweet in mine ear!
And see, soft unfolding those portals of
gold,
The King all arraved in his beauty behold!
Oh!
give me, oh! give me the wings of a dove,
To adore him, be near him, enrapt with his love:

1 but wait the summoys,

¢¢ Old Probabilities” has formulaied the
results of his observations for New England as follows:
;
1. As a rule, if the wind touches northeast or east for

two or three days, it is a

sure indication of rain.

:

THE EVENING OF LIFE.
2. Dense smoke and haze in
When the summer day of youth is morning portend falling weather.

early

slowly wasting away into the nightfall
of age, as life wears to its close, it is
pleasant to look upon .the sorrows and

of discontinued

re with the Lord!”

appointed

>

THER MAXIMS,

is devoted to what are termed the records

In 1826 the General Convention of the
Episcopal chuzreb

oo
0-4
ros

“8. Summer showers of light character
often follow two or three days of smoke
or haze.
{ felicities of our earlier years. If we have
4. Fog, frost, and dew precede rain
a home to shelter and hearts to rejoice 24 to 48 hours, except fog at close of
with us, and friends bave been gath- storm.
;
ered
together
around
our firesides,
5. Wind veering from north or west
then the rough places of our way- to south and south-east precedes a fallfaring will have been worn and smcoth- ing weather,
ed away in the twilight of life, while
. Halos, lunar, and solar, also fairly
he sunny spots we have passed through defined and brilliant auroras, precede
will flow brighter and more beauti- rain 24 to 60 hours,
fal
ppy indeed are they whose inter7. Barometer rising or fallng considcourse with the world has not changed { erably away from its mean forebodes fallthe tone of their holier feelings or broken ing ‘weather, subject to modifying-inthe musical chords of the heart, whose
fluences of the neighboring ranges of
vibrations are so melodious,so tender mountains and hills.
and touching in the evening of life.—
8. Precipitati-ns generally follow a
Knickerbocker.
rapid influx or efflux of atmosphere.
. If wind isin south-west and rain sets
A PILE OF PAPER.
duration
and
in, the rain is of short
Gen. H. V. Boynton
says in an in- light yield.
;
10. Banks of watery clouds or heavy
teresting letter to the Cincinnati Gazette,
haze on south or south-eastern horizon
about the records of the Rebellion :
ind:cate rain.
Few had any idea of the enormous bulk
11. An area of low barometer ator
of the material which makes up the re- near Fort Monroe, and running up the
cords of the late war. It was stored in coast, surely reaches bere as a northmore than a dozen buildings, and a numeaster.
ber of these contain little else. One of these

I list for the word—

Allelula—Amen—eve!

Asker; u critical article on an unfortunate

po

a committee

commands,

and, as

THE SHADOW OF SELF.

this

title indicates, they constitute a great
portion of the field records of the war,
‘This building is forty
feet by eighty, and
is four stories high. Eight ranges of
wide shelves run lengthwise through
each story from floor to ceiling, and
two-thirds of these are packed as close
as any book-keeper's shelves with im-

There

is no surer

soul-death,

author, entitled *‘ Father Parson’s Coat
Well Dasted,” and various witty sayings,
all printed in Roman letter.
0 a physician of Paris, Renandot, belongs the credit of having first collected
in fugitive sheets’ the news of various
countries, This first venture
was a
weekly, issued in healthy seasons, when
patients were few, and the doctor at leisure. He obtained a license to do this in
1632.— American Journalist.

THE POPULATION OF INDIA.
In 1871 the first regular and complete
census of India was taken. Here are
some of the facts which it gives:
British India, including the feudatory
States, was found to have an

of

1,-

one-third}

the ‘area of the United States, énd
population was 238,830,858, or about

its
six

times as large as that of the United States.
There are in India vast tracts of forest
and waste land, so that the average density of population in the inhabited districts
is greater even than would be indicated
by the above figures. In Bengal, the average is 397 persons to the square mile;
tor the Northwest Provinces, 430, and for
Oude, 468. The population per square
mile in Great Britian and Ireland taken
together, is only 265. Therefore, it will
be readily imagined how crowded India
is.
:
|

NOTICE!

It Aims at the Highest Excelience
in all Departments.

and theological school, affords many advantages
which are very important to students during their
Itis a
resentative paper of the commercial
preparatory course.
The special work of. the interests of the vast territory of which Chicago is
school is to prepare students for college, and the center,—~makés special claxm as a literary and
every effort i» made to do this in as thorough a | fami ly paper, and
manner as possible, Expenses are moderate.
Is a Favorite in the Household. :
Send £or a catalogue.
0
Lewiston, Me.
A. M. JONES, Sec.
Dail

IKE SEMINARY
New York,

courses

ot

study.

The

Classical,

Persons

“I would not live alway, thus fettered by sin,
Temptation without and corruption within;
Een the rapture of pardon is mingled with fears,
And the cup of thanksgiving with penitent teors,
“I'would not lve alway; no, welcome the tomb;
Rinee Jesus hath lain there I dread not its gloom ;
There, sweet be my

rest, till he bid me

arise,

To hail him in triumph descending the skies

“Who, who would live alway, away from his God,
Away from yon heaven, that blissful abode,
Where the rivers of pleasure flow o'er the bright
plains,
And the noontide of glory eternally reigns;
* Where the saluts of all ages in harmony meet,
Their Saviour and brethren, transported to greet ;
‘While the anthems of rapture unceasingly roll,
And the smile of the Lord is the feast of
the soul ?

The general committee did not meet

until 1829, and then the members assem-:
bled in the house of Bishop White, in
Philadelphia,
The report™of the subcommittee was presented, and each of the
hymns was passed upon separately. When
this one came up, one of the members said it
was very sweet and pretty, but rather sen-

timental, upon which it was unanimously

thrown out. Dr. Muhlenberg, who was
not suspected as the author, voted against
himself.
That, he supposed, was the end
of it, for the committee agreed upon their

report that night and adjourned.
But the next morning, Dr. Onderdonk,
who had not attended on the previous
evening, called on Dr. Muhlenberg to inquire what had been done. Upon being
told that among the rejected hymns was
the one representing

their joint

labors, he

said, “That will never do,” and went
about among the members of the committee, soliciting them to restore the hymn in
their report, which accordingly they did,

THE OHIOAGO STOOK-YARDS.

‘ed me with their hands,

Stock can now be got in condition for
this and all Eastern markets at the Chicago stock-yards with a despatch and perfec.
tion unequaled anywhere on the face of
the globe. A schedule of the new works
constructed

makes

an

imposing

show-

ing. A new exchange building has been
finished, 50x137 feet in -area, containing
offices, restaurant, etc., heated by steam,
and otherwise comfortably
arranged.
There have also been built four yard
offices,

a

hay

barn,

a

corn-crib,

large

horse-sheds, a great stable, a post-office,
and a new printing-press office.
There

greater

has,

however,

work

even

Think of twenty

than

beed

other

and

this achieved.

acres covered

with new

and superior cattle-pens; and of ten acres
of covered hog and sheep pens! There
are also six new scale-houses, equipped
with Fairbank’s standard scales. Besides all this, over five acres of yards
and alleys have been replanked.
Over 5,000,000 feet of lumber have been

consumed this

work

Twenty double-deck

of improvement,

chutes

made for the shipping
of these being for the
Ohio

Raiload.

A

have been

division, twelve
Baltimore and

mile

of

new

water-

pipes has been laid. Over five hundred
new gates, and about the same number

of water-boxes have

been

made.

A half

mile of eight-feet sidewalks has been
completed. The cost of this improving
has been more than $200,000.

The company have about two hundred
acres of land in active and continuous
use

for

tracks,

yards,

roads,

ete., she

whole space covered by the demands of
the place, roadways included, amounting
80 that to him is due the credit of giving to about three hundred and seventy acres.
More than twenty-four miles of raillt to the church at that time,
Dr, Muhlenberg is still living, being: road track are operated at thestock-yards,
hearly eighty years of age, The follow- so that the company, in addition to its
ng brief sketch of the author of “I would other features, is really a railway organilot live alway,” will not prove uninterest- zation of no small pretensions. The
mg to those with whom the hymn is a rails used here are mostly of steel, and

Ivorite ;
Dr. Muhlenberg’s full name

is William

~ugustus, He was born in Piiladetpaia,
01796, and is the great-grandson of the
V. Henry Melcher Muhlenberg, the

founder of the German Lutheran church
In America, He is the grandsoh, too, of
“eral Peter Muhlenberg, the patriot
Igyman who

one hundred

years

ago

the equipment of ‘the lines ‘includes 160

frogs and switches connected with the
Q
various tracks.
The stock-yavds proper contain 475
cattle-yards, 675 covered hog and sheep
pens, 875 chutes and pens, making a
total of 1,625. There are also fifteen
corn-cribs

and

ten

hay-baras,

the different weighing-houses.

besides

at the bottom

of

thorough

English

and

Scientific

the active duties of life.
dress the Principal,
:

a ravine, something that I had not perceived. Without being able to say what
it was, I got a glimpse of something like
a kind of sand moving over the motionless soil. I approached this singular object, and saw a

yellow

stream,

which

I

had difficulty in distinguishing from the
sand on its two banks. It was down deep
below the surface, and slowly rolled
along a thick wave; it was the Jordan.
1 had seen the great rivers of America,
with the pleasure which solitude and nature inspire ; I had visited the Tiber with
eagerness, and sought with as much ardor the Eurotas and Cephysus; but I can
nat describe what I felt at the sight of the
Jordan. Not only did that stream recall
an antiquity that was famous, and one of
the greatest names that the most beautiful
poetry had ever entrusted to the memory
of man, but its banks offered to me as
well the sééné of the miracles of our re-

ligion,

Judea is the

only

country upon

earth that retraces to the traveler the souvenir of human affairs and of the things of
heaven ; and which causes to arise from
the very depths of the soul, by this cowmn-

mingling,

a sentiment

which no other spot can

of Chateaubriund.

and

thoughts

inspire. —ZFrench

‘
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OURIOUS TYPOGRAPHIOAL ERROR.
It is seldom that the types make a more

Judiérous
Boston

mistake

than

occurred

Globe a few days since,

in

in

the

its no-

tice of the last volume of .the Bric-a-Brac
series, The mention of ‘‘the dog Dash,
to whom

Lamb

became

a

slave,”

was

turned into a reference to ‘‘the dog Lamb,
to whom Saul became a slave.” The
(lobe, commenting on the blunder, witti-

ly remarks: “This

dash at Saul is not

very encouraging for the prophets, and
one is reminded of Sidney Smith's: reply
to Landseer’s request to take his portrait,
“Is thy servant a dog that he should do
{his thing ?”” when Lamb is made to figure’
nominally asa member of the canine fraternity. = This latest twisg of the types is
only equalled by the one that occurred in
a Worcester newspaper a few years since.

It published a letter from a constant
reader, bearing the title: ‘Is there no
bacn in Guilford? The day following
its appearance the constant reader wrote

of the Huron Q. M., and soon after was chosen
deacon and served the church in that capacity
until the year 1854, when he removed with

his family to Mich., settling at Adamsville,
Hare he joined the 1st F. B. church, in Mason,
in the Cass & Berrien Q. M., and was chosen
deacon, which office he held till death.
Nov.

20, 1856, his first wife died, and June
he was married to

Miss

3, 1857,

Christina

Rinehart.

He leaves behind him to mourn his departure
one step-daughter, one daughter,

and his beloved wife,

Those

who

an only son,

best were his best friends, .. He made

ments for his funeral,

and

knew

requested

him

arrange-

that no

eulogy be pronounced upon his life.
JAMES ASHLEY.
CAPT. JESSE WEDGWOOD died in Cornish,
Me., Jan. 7, 1876, aged 83 years and 10 months.
He was born at S, Parsonsfield, Me., where he
lived 71 years. He was baptized by Rev, L. Jordan, about thirty years ago.
Wholly deprived
of his eyesight for many years, he was never
known to murmur.
He was the last of a family of eigly children, all singers, and we trust
they are alvre-united in the heavenly
choir,
and are joining in the choral songs of the redeemed.
The funeral services were conduct=
ed by Rev. C. Bedn, of Limerick.
CoM.
MRS. ANNA COLBURN, relict of the late C.
E. Colburn, and daughter of the late Rev. KE.
Scules, died in Wilton, Me., Jan. 12, 1875,
aged 80 years and 1 month.
She was for many
years a worthy member of the First ¥. Baptist chureh, of Wilton.
She died in the glorious hope of a blessed immortality.
D.W.

@. €. HoPkINS died in Medford,

Me.,

Jan.

11, aged 69 years and 7 months.
He obtained
a hope in Christ early in life and
maintained
his profession till death.
He was a pillar in

the church.

He died

at his

post

leaving

BrMER E., the only

son

of Hartwell

and

Adline Bilington, died in Lagrange, Jan. 23,
The subject of
aged 22 years and 9 months.
this notice wus one of those that had a naturally fine and intelligent mind, He ‘like many

preparation

for

TRVING
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B. SMITH.

Nr

in capacity and excellence

The

location

is

excellent,

is furnished.

Expenses

buildings,

ho) 4

ment

and

with

the

new

from

to

$1560

$120

per year. Aid is rendered students preparing
for the Christian ministry.
For catalogues or other information, address
D. W. C. DURGIN, President, or L. P. REYNOLDS,
Secretary and Treasurer, Hillsdale, Mich.
Hillsdale, Mich., June 22, 1875.

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—A,
\. B. MESERVEY, Principal, with eight assocfates.
Six regular courses for both sexes. Four terms
of ten

weeks each.

CALENDAR:
Winter Term closes Friday, Jan. 21, 1876.
4
Spring Term

pe

For further particulars, appl to the Principal,
E.C, LEWIS, Sec. Trustees,
Hampton,

N.H.,

This Institution offers to students important
For particular informs.
and peeuliar advantages.
atiion send for a Circular to
REV, W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

IDGEVILLE COLLEGE.—The Spring
Term will open March 2, 1875, and closes
The

10,

1875.

Term

Summer

close September 2d.

The

Fall

TESTIMONIAL

|

Term

open

will

September

will open

close November 25th,
For Catalogue, address

June 15th, and
7th, and

the Secretary,

WM.

/

REED

Ridgeville, Ind.

CIRCULAR,

than One Thousand

THEOLOGICAL
TERM, 1875.

The Fall

nected
ust

with

21th,

Term

of the Theological

Bates College

For

further

>regident, O. 88. Cheney,
Fullonton, Lewiston,

School con-

begins Tuesday, Au.

imformation address

the

D. D., or Professor John
Maine.
J. A. HOWE, 8ec.

Good Templers and was by them borne to his

Fall Term of 12 weeks opens Aug. 31, 1875.
Winter Term of 12 weeks opens Nov. 80, 1875,

CALENDAR.

ot

1876,
Spring Term of 12 weeks opens Feb. 29,
Expensessmodetate.
For further information address Rev. L, Sar.

ent, Waterbury
il, NH. ,

Center, Vt,

or the

Principal,

a
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with opinions of more
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payments; or rented until rent pays for the organ.
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ulars, free. Address MASON &
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and terms free.
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Co., Portland,
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already sold, and
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demand increasing. The only
ETE": life of the rea
HERO
EXPLORER. Full of thrilling interest and spirited illustrations of thirty years strange adventures, also
the CURIOSITIES and WONDERS of a MARVELOUS country; the millions are eager to getit, and more geod agents are needed
at once.
PROFITS are SPLENDID. For particulars and
prooh address HUBBARD BROS.,Pubs., 31 Hawey St., Boston. Mass.
ly
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their locality. Costs NOTHING to try it.
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Complete
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JOHN E.
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Particulars free.

POTTER & CO., Publishers,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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new
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For terms and
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stamp, B.C. ABBEY, Buffalo N. Y.

- ORGANS,
1 have on

hand

No. 19, and the

Organs,

four

One igan

other

which

I will

$500

sell

“ ESTEY ORGAN.”

WOOD'S ORGAN,”

*

No. 9.

Both are good and new, and either of them
be sold for sixty dollars less than the regular
alogue price.
This is property belonging to
estate of the late A. B. Hoag, and must be
yery soon,

will
catthe
sold

REWARD!

More than three thousand dollars’ worth of Notes,
Organs, and other property belonging to said estate,

has

been

embezzled,

stolen,

or

otherwise

withheld from the administrator. I will pay three
hundred dollars for the recovery of said DiSperty,.
and two hundred dollars for proof that will con.
vict the villain who has stolen or embezzled said
property.
To any person indebted to said estate, and not
having A called on by me, or some one authorized by me, I will inake a discount of 2b per oent.
if he will

pay

prom

.

rary
i J. HOAG, ddministraior.
62t 3
Center Sandwich, N, H., Dec. 20, 1875,
I
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& Mason & Hamlin.
Do not
\
take any other. Dealers get LARGER COMMISSIONS Jur selling inferior organs, and for this
reason often try very hard lo sell something else.

18t1

COLLEGE,—~FLEM
CO., WEST VIRGINIA

mware

Declared by Eminent Musicians, in both
hemispheres, to be unrivaled.
See

BEST
B

July 20, 1875.

EST VIRGINIA
INGTON, TAYLOR

Tver

AW
awarded highest premiums at Indus.
trial Expositions, in America as well a3
furope.
Outof hundreds there have not been six in
all where any other organs have been preferred.

Particulars FREE.
gusta, Maine.

Summer Term begins Monday, April 24, 1876.
June 29, 1876.
Summer Term closes Thursday,

June

Utkews

|| in Europe, or which present stich extraordi-

nary excellence as to command a wide sale there. (3

Vacation one week.
begins Monday Jan. 81,1876.

Spring Term closes Friday, April 7, 1876.
Vacation two weeks.

New

LIATMORn

UN

weeks.

every facility for study and improves

Awarded

VIERNA, 1873; PARIS, 1867,

Fail Term begins August 23, 1875.
Winter Term begins November 8, 1875.
Spring Term begins Feb. 7, 1876.

commence Dec. 1, 1875, with a Board of twenty
Professors and Instructors. There are eight departments and courses of study. There are five
well sustained Literary Societies, with libraries.
The College Library contains four thousand vol
umes. There is also a Theological Library.

by any others,

THREE
HIGHEST MEDALS
aso DIPLOMA. OF HONOR, »~

CENTRAL
INSTITUTE.—
PITTSFIELD, ME.—Courses of study
both sexes, College Preparatory, Normal,
Terms, ten
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CABINET ORGANS.
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Classical, scientific.
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UNEQUALED vices, UNAPPROACHER
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Principal

others neglected to seek the Saviour in health,

By his death, parents are
last resting-place.
bereft of their only staff, that they fondly
hoped to lean upon in ‘their declining days,
bugeGod’ways are not our ways,
}
¥, A, PALMER.

(2h
4

UATE,
R.I.—This Institution furnishes
College Preparatory, English and Scientific, and
Ladies’ Collegiate course of study.
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.
W. 8. Stockbridge, A. M., Principal.
MissAbbie E, Jenness, Preceptress.
ASSISTANTS.
A. T. Sally, A. B.,
Miss Hattie Arnold.
CALENDAR.
Fall Term begins Aug. 25, 1875,
Fall Term closes Nov. 23, 1875.
Winter Term begins Dec. 8, 1875.

SEMINARY.—
MOUNTAIN
( x REEN
VERMONT.
WATERBURYCENTER,
MISS LIZZIE COLLEY, Principal, with tour
assistants.

but in his last days called on the Saviour to
sustain him. He was a worthy member of the

“

Semi-

For full catalogue,

an

aged companion und other friends to mourn
his loss.
STANLEY, son of Wm. and Catherine Bunker, diedin Lagrange; Me., Jan. 24, aged 8
months. Thus has the Shepherd tuken the
little lamb safe to the fold.

“

SUI GENERIS.

APHAMJINSTITUTE.—NORTH SCIT-

wishing

Mrs. Mary Ann Thompson, Sept. 13, 1832.
Soon after he removed to the township of
York, O. In 1836, under the labors of Elder
Warner Beebe, of Medina Co., he became a
Christian, and was baptized by Gorden F.
Smith, and joined the first Free Baptist church,

65

nary and English Course. We are prepared to fit
students for any college in the land, orto givea

to prepare a eollection of hymns, to% be
Summer Term begins April 24, 1876.
added to the fifty-six, then the whole
KINGSBURY BATCHELDER,A. M., Principal
in some aspects almost great, in others:
of
Latin. Greek and Chemistry.
number attached to the Prayer-book. This
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Principal of Normal
pitifully small,
because they will not Verses ure inadmissible.
measure was in consequence of an awakDepartment, German, Didatics, Mental and Moral
stand out of their own shadow.
There
eience.
ened interest in hymmnology, brought about
Ge aT
Sr
mense ledgers, which are the books of are men who have the ability aad the will |. BENJAMIN CATE, ESQ, died in Loudon; N: {> Miss LINDAX.VICKERY,
Preceptress, French,
by articles on ** Church Poetry,” and ‘“ A
H.,
Nov.
4,
1875,
aged
61
years.
Bro.
C.
proGeometry
and
Bogany
to
perform
the
most
valiant
service
for
Plea for Christian Hymns,” addressed to letters received and sent, the telegraph one and another great cause, who are fessed religion many years ago, and maintainMiss LOVINA H.
HAYNES, Normal classes,
Miss ELLA C. HURD, Music.
the authorities of the church by Dr. Muh- books, battle report books, order books, wise, brilliant, eloquent; who yet have ed his Christian character with remarkable
Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, English studies.
and
all
the
great
variety
of
records
which
fidelity.
He
was
often
called
to
offices
of
lenberg, through the religious press. He are kept at each headquarters, afld reg- been of little or no worth to their fellow- trust by his fellow-citizens, which he dischargBoard for clubs, either for ladies or gentlemen,
from $1.50 to $2.00 per week. Board in families,
was chosen by the Convention as one of
copied into these volumes.
The beings, simply because they are willing ed wita Christian fidelity. He represented including rooms, etc., from $2.50to $3.70 per week.
the committee, and the Rev. Dr. H. On- ularly
town in general court and served as selectFor furthor particulars, address the Secretary,
rest of the shelves are packed close with to do nothing without securing full credit his
man several years.
About six or eight years
derdonk, the rector of St. Ann's in Brook- unentered
C. A. FARWELL. Pittsfield, Me.
for
it,
to
rear
no
column
in
the
temple
of
papers
of
endless
kinds,
but
since,
he
was
chosen
deacon’by
the
church
in
lyn, as another. The poem, *I- would
regenerated
humanity,
unless
they
cau
each
containing
some
scrap
of
war
histoCanterbury,
where
he
held
his
membership,
not live alway,” Dr. Onderdonk abridged
HITESTOWN
SEMINARY.-—-CaAThere are three hundred and fifty inscribe their names on its capital.—4. P: but for some time past had worshiped with
LENDAR for the 86th Academical Year,
into a hymn of suitable length for divine
the church in Loudon.
He is missed
in both
cords
of
records
in
this
one
building.
The
Peabody.
Fall Term opens August 23, 1875.
worship, and submitted to Dr. Muhlensocieties, as a pillar of truth in the house of
Winter Term opéns
ecember 6, 1875.
0-0-4
* +o
the Lord. But his absence is most deeply
berg for revision. There were no changes huge volumes, which look down from
Spas Term opens March 21, 1876.
the
long
line
of
shelves
on
either
side
e
Institution
is
one
.of the largest and best
telt
in
the
home
he
has
left,
where
a
wife
and
from the sentiment of the original comSIGHT OF THE JORDAN.
in the state. Terms moderate. Send for Catatwo sons mourn an irreparablé loss.
sition ; only four lines in the new dif- of the nurrow aisles, are the books and
logue.
A. D. SMITH.
We were advancing toward a little
J.S8.GARDNER, Principal.
ered from the original, and those in a papers of the discontinued firm of Govof balm and tamarind trees which,
Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y., July 10, 1875.
few words, as will be seen by comparison ernment and army. These are a small wood
WARREN
H.
STEVENS
died
in
Adamsville,
to
my
great
astonishment,
I
saw
rising
between the two. As it is now printed portion of the accounts between its mem- from the midst of a sterile soil. All at Mich., Jan. 2, 1876, in the 65th year of his’
bers and with treason.
HrLsbaLe
COLLEGE.—The
next
age. Dea. Stevens was born in Jefferson Co.,
in the “* Church Hymnal,” it reads:
— PP
EL RES
term and year of this Institution will
once the Bethlemites stopped, and show. Y., Feb. 8, 1811. He married his first wife,
“1 would not live alway; I ask not to stay,
Where storm after storm rises dark o'er The way:
The few lurid mornings that dawn on us here,
Are enough for life’s woes, full enough fur its cheer.

1

#5 SEND STAMP FOR SAMPLE COPIES..s¥
‘ #*.* Special rates given to clubs and club agents.
Address THE INTER-OCEAN,Ay
119 Lake Street, Chicago, 111.

.
CALENDAR.
Spring Term opens March 21, 1876. *
eneral Examinations, June 19, 20, 21, 1876.
Anniversary Exercises, June 22, 1876.
(Summer Vacation of eight weeks.)
Fall Term begins August 22, 1876.
(Vacation of two weeks.)
Winter Term begins December 5, 1876.
This School was never in better condition for doing thorough work
in Academic Instruction. No
primary instruction.
With three carefully ar|ranged

#10 20 poe your.

Sam)

.—Pike, Wyoming Co.,
.

North Scituate, R. I.

who
do not patronize it, must accompany
them with cash equal to ten cents a line, to
insure
an insertion.
Brevity
is specially
important. Not more than a single square
can well be afforded to any single obituary.

inevitable paralyzing of worth and force
than self-exaltation and self-praise. The
shadow of self blights growth, maims
power, cripples influence. There are men

M., Principal, with

Winter Term closes March 7, 1876.

obituaries published in the Morning Std¥

more

A.
:

The location of this school, near the college

Spring Term begins March 22, 1876.
Spring Term closes June 17, 1877.
For further particulars address the

@bituaries.
PARTICULAR

no

area

450,744 square miles,” or about

W. BALDWIN,
t ree Assistants.

iy

~,

THE MORNING

Amanda of Bangor, destroyed by
Alabama in 1863.
The House Indian affairs committee
ommend

that no damages

Indian depredations be

to

recfrom

except

such

treaty

should
ass.”

provis-

ions.
President Dillon, of the Pacific Railroad
Company, has addressed a letter to -Senator Edmunds, denying that there is an unwillingness on the part of the company to
comply with all its obligations to the gov-

knee, the other day, a needle
down on 25 yedrs ago.

out
that

day,

ministry

has

sat

been

formed

recognize Montenegro’s independence.
The Emperor of Brazil has leased

in

SCH

up

the

pit

or

Tes
ad

sell that

a

remarkable

manner.

He

was

of escape

except

the

in

West

Marshal Soult, once showing the pictures
he stole in Spain, stopped before one and
much;

a

Phila-

Advicés from Cape of Good Hope report

SM

in

remarked:

delphia, for the summer, and the frugal
Quaker owning it charges him only #£50,000.
:
The indications of an eruption at Vesuvius are steadily increasing.
The city of Naples, Italy, will send a
large quantity of coral and other goods to
the Centennial about the end of February.
The exhibit of Italy will be nearly 3800
tons.

a

fill

bung-hole.

from Constantinople state that in order to
eradicate the insurrection, the Porte will

anon ©

either

cask, with no avenue

British Columbia.
Russia has cautioned the Sultan against
going to war with Montenegro.
Advices

white-marble front house,

if a

on the heads.
When the heads were securely nailed; he bethought him for the first
time of the lad who was shut up in the

FOREIGN:

new

that

to hold the staves steady while he fastened

<>
pe

A

that the Zambesi mission has succeeded in
placing a steamer on Lake Uganza.
Seven
hundred natives were employed to carry
the vessel past the Murchison Cataracts.
The Oxford boat clubs have declined the

invitation of the American Ifiter-Collegiate
Association to row in the six-oared race at
Saratoga.
Cardinal Simeoni has been instructed to
quit Madrid if the government assents to
an approval by the Cortes of the clause of
the proposed constitution relating to liberty of worship,
Archbishop Ledochowski is expected to
arrive in Rome on the 16th instant, where

‘“ I

value

that

it saved the lives

picture

of two

is done by small

quantities, and

afford the

means

a

unwisely ;

—

a

Od

HOW TO BURN COAL.

persons.”
An aide-de-camp whispered in
A very common mistake is made, and
the listener’s ear: ‘‘ He threatened to have
| much fuel wasted in the manner of replenthem both shot immediately unless they
ishing
coal
fires both in furnaces and
gave it up.”
grates.
They
should be fed with a little
>
a
EDUCATIONAL.
Philadelphia has 95,239 pupils
public schools.

in

its
ay

The gradubting class at Bates College,
numbers twenty-four this year.
An inter-collegiate contest in oratory between the different colleges in the State of
Virginia is being talked of.
An anonymous benefactor has given $50,000 to the School of Art in Birmingham,
England, with a view to enlarging its
sphere of usefulness.
Brown/ College's new library building, at
Providence is to be made of pressed brick,
freestone and iron, and

will

cost

$75,000,

and will have a capacity for 125,000 volumes.
The Leake Forest University, (Presbyterian) near Chicago, has lately received
donations of $70,000

from

various

nent

The

institution now

individuals.

counts its assets at $300,000

promi-

coal at a time, and often; but servants, to
save time and trouble, put on a great deal

at once, the first result being that almost
all the heat is absorbed by the newly put on
coal, which does not give out heat until it
has

becomé

red

hot.

Hence,

for.a while

the room is cold, but when it becomes
fairly aglow the heat is insufferable.
The time to replenish & coal fire is ‘as
soon as the coals begin to show ashes on
their surface, then put on merely enough
to show a layer of black coal covering the

red. This will soon kindle, and, as there is
not much of it, an

excess of

heat

will not:

be given out.
Many also put out the fire by stirring
the grate as soon as fresh coal is put on,
thus leaving all the heat in the ashes when
it should be sent to the new supply of coal.
The time to stir the fire is just when the
new coal laid onis pretty well kindled.

This method
troublesome,

of managing

a coal fire is

but it saves fuel,gives a more

At the

present

rate of

of

the

fail

in practice, as the

ed behind the

spectacles

are

ears, will, in an

by a velvet

introduced

a

cord. “They

resemble

somewhat two half walnut sheils fastened
over the eyes; but their special peculiarity
is that the-wearer sees through a simple slit
in front of the pupil of the eye; and the
sides of each eye box are perforated with
minute holes, in order that the wearer may

get a ‘side view

of objects.—N.

Y.

Trib-

une.

WATERING PouLTRY.
It is the belief of
the writer that many of the diseases incident to poultry are due to neglect in providing them with pure water; particularly do I believe such to be the case in the
majority of instances where chicken cholera prevails. The omission to furnish fowls
with suitable drinking water is one of the
worst features of cruelty to animals.
It
is a neglect that is decidedly adverse to
success, hence tends to diminish individual

fancy

for fowls, and works

detriment to

poultry interests. Those whom we occasionally hear say that ‘there is no profit
in poultry” are not qualified to have the
mangement of the same, and in their attentions may be classed with the thriftless
and neglected parties who keep fowls that
get drink when-it rains.— Fanciers’ Journal.

The subject of compulsory education is,
BOXING THE Ears.
There are several
uniform heat, and prevents the discomattracting considerable attention in Misthings
very
commonly
done
which are exfort of alternations of heat and cold above
sissippi, and a bill has been introduced intremely injurious to the ear, and ought to
referred to.— Hall's Journal of Health.
to the Legislature to enforce it.
be carefully avoided.
One of these is the
A project is on foot to unite the Ohio
practice of boxing children’s ears.
It is
A VALUBLE RECIPE.
Wesleyan University and the Ohio Wesknown that the passage of the ear is closa great reception is preparing
for him.
leyan Female College, at Delaware. © They
The Journal of Chemistry publishes a ed by a thin membrane,
especially adapted
The archbishop will probably
remain in
both belong to the same denomination,and
recipe for the destruction of insects, which,
to be influenced by every impulse of the
Rome.
it is claimed that if united, they could be if it be one-half as efficacious as it is claim- air, and with nothing but the air to supGreat frauds have been discovered in
port it internally.
What, then, can be
much more economically managed than at edto be, ‘will prove invaluable :
Prague.
Certain parties succeeded in obpresent.
:
Hot alum water is a recent suggestion as more likely to injure this membrane than a
taining large advances from bankers upon
an insecticide. It will destroy red and black ‘sudden and forcible compression of airin
Prof. George McMillan, for many years
.*gecurities which turned out to be fictitious.
ants, cockroaches, chinch-bugs, and all front of it? If any one designed to break
_ The total amount obtained by the swindlers connected with Hillsdale College, and more
the crawling pests which infest our houses.
or overstretch the membrane, a more effirecently of Berea College, Ky., was unanexceeds a million of francs.
Take two pounds of alum and dissolve it cient means could scarcely be devised than
of
Regents
of
Board
the
by
elected
imously
Company
Cable
The Anglo-American
have decided to divide the stock into two the State University of Nebraska to the in three or four quarts of boiling water; to bring the hand suddenly and forcibly
let it stand on the fire till the alum disap- down upon the passage of the ear, thus
chair of modern languages, but at present
classes, ordinary
and preferred.
pears;
then apply it with a brush, while driving the air violently before it, with no
assigned
to
the
chair
of
the
Greek
lanA Bexlini despatch
to the Times says the
early
boiling
hot, to every joint and crev- possibility of its escape but by the memliterature.
and
guage
seaboard
German
the
of
es
resend
brane giving way.
Medical authorities asice
in
your
closets,
bedsteads pantry shelves
‘The
catalogue
of
Oberlin
College
and
deates have determinedto establish nautical courtsto investigate casualties to ship- pendent schools shows a total of 1216 stu- and the like. Brush crevices in the floor gert that many children are in this way
g. The tribunals willbe empowered to dents. The lady pupils’ number 568, or of the skirting, or mop-boards, if you ex- made deaf by: boxing on the ear.=Baglon
Transcript.
;
.
pect they harbor vermin.
:
nearly half the whole number.
or cancel masters’ certificates,
A
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: Principal Lyndon’ Institute.
A set of seven Blanks has been prepared expressly to Accompany the text-book.
retail
rice of the Book keeping will be $1.10. Blaoks,
YH Books and Blanks may be obtained at whole

=o

moO

"The book

at

Publisher,

of the

sale,

or of

Hampton.

New

Thompson, Brown & Co., 25 and 20 Cornhill, Bos
-ton,
Mass.
C.D. THING, Publisher,
3m
ew Hampton, N. H.

6 @.

:

Hens Lay

to make Hens Lay, made from Fresh

TT
& BOWIER, 55 North Market Street,

1st sort, 1875 ..14 @.
do.
1874.. 8 @.
LEATHER:
Sole,B.
ori A yes 258
2 @.

Mass.

:
4
Potatoe, ¥ Bb...
SUGAR.

BL
ran
8.
Jp er
in rough—
fomlock.
98 @.

C'rse No.5 15 00

Refuse ....9 00

Sh'p’ng b'dsl5 00
Spruce—

Refuse

Fleoring Boards—
Nos.1&2..25 0
Refuse. ...12 00 @
Clapboards—
Ext. Pine, 38 00

Coffee crush.8 ‘@.10
TALLOW.

Rendered, ¥ 1.94 8.
Rough. ..evuaan 658.

Souchong.....

Sap do....20

MOLASSES.
New Orleans...51
Muscovado.....32
Cienfuegos
8
Porto
Rico.....37
Sugar House...24

NAILS.

9%
BY

WOOL.
Olio sd Pennsylvania
cklock....02
@.

. 40

47
@. 00
ee
4
Mich., N.Y. & Vermont—
Ext. and XX 43 @.
45

Choice XX..47 @. 4

@.
@.

8.

5

@.
@.

Fine.........42 @.

10d to 60a # 100s. @335 | Medium...40 :
OIL.

#4

1

Other Western—

Linseed Am....62 @. 63 | Fineand X .42 @.
Crude Sperm.160 @l 656
Do.
e...62 @. 70

Refined d

0.
C’'mbing fleece 55
California.... 2
.
Menhaden .....43
@. 45
Neatsfoot#gal. 90 @1 15

* do combing.
+. .
{Buenos
Ayres.23
@."
|CapeG'd
H'pe32 @.

SALES OF STOCKS—CLOSING PRICES.
Tuesday, Feb. 2, 1876.
American Gold...osevrsersiisrssssens FEA
U.
new.
Five-Twenties, 1867

“a,

Old Colon
Vermont & Mags. R.

Michigan Central R. R.
Boston & Albany R. R....
Chi., Burl.
Eastern R.

Boston & Lowell R. R....
Metropolitan Horse R. R.
Quincy Mining Co

bb
+
*+o+e

MARKET.

‘Wholesale Prices for the week ending,
Tuesday, Feb. 2.
BEEF AND PORK.
Beef, extra mess «vosiee Feransanng 18
Pork, new mess, ¥ bbl. ccoiiiiiis 2
BUTTER.
State new, good to prime .
Western, do
Sune;
Lard, steam rendered ..
:
CHEESE.
Factory
Dairies, good to prime
12% @ 133
Farm
Dairies,
12
@ 12%
Java, ¥ b., ¥ bag

gold

Maracaibo, ¥ b., ¥ bag, gold

ig

COAL,

Anthracite (by the cargo), «c.eveee

American Bituminous ....... srans
0)

—

PY

OF

LEANING TIME s COMING

[HOUSE

Your
DO YOU

Carpets

To

Belle.

must be

aX OuL. ATOR ow Ri ahr TONER

ask.
and Tack-Hammer combined will lay your Carpets with
Every one says, ** Is just the thing we want.” You will he

gehehod wii, iat: AGENTS WANTED.
Address Excelsior Mfg

Co. 151 Michigan Av. Clioage, Til.

st4cow

an

STAR

MORNING

THE
§

able

and

progressive

paper;

largely to Religions culture and
but contains departments on

devoted

intelligence,

Sabbath Schools
roe
The Family Circle,
Rural and Domestic,
Literary Miscellany,
Literary
Reviews,
News Summary, &c.

.

&C

It is under the direction und patronage of the

towards all, and
Freewill Baptists, but is liberal
religious views, be-

is taken by many of other
cause of its real worth.
TERMS: $3.00 per year; or, if paid strictly
:
ad-vance, $2.50.
REMITTANCES must be made in money
if possible. When
drafts,
or
orders, bank checks,
neither of these can be procured, send the money
in a registered letter.
Money thus sent will be at our risk, and may be
sent at our expense.
gn will please desIn writing to this office
ignate their STATE, as well as town.
noon, and comMonday
press
The Star goes to

munications for insertion ought to be here on Friday previous.
ach subscriber is particularly requested to
note the date on the label for the expiration of
for
his subscription, and to forward what is due from
the ensuing year, without further reminder
this office.

Liberal discount is made to those who pay in

advance, and our object is to secure advance payment as the rule.

OFFERS.

Clubs of sz Or more, ONE THIRD BEING NEW
SUBSCRIBERS, can have the Star at $2.00 eeach,
strictly in advance, there being no arrearag on
the part of old subscribers.
Any subscriber who will furnish the name of a
NEW ONE, can have the two copies of the paper
b
at $4.50, strictly in advance,
for the
Pastors are requested to act as agents
collect.
ers,
subscrib
g
obtainin
in
Establishment,
ing arrearages, remitting money, &o.; and wher At
they do this they are entitled to ten per cent.
the money they receive for the Star, except © > eB
money sent for clubs; then itis proper that
subscribers should pay the commission, if any
esired.

Currenc,
Cinn. Sand. & Cleveland R. R
Phil. Wil. & Baltimore R. R
Boston & Maine R. R...

YORK

CAREER

in Great Britain and America. By an Eminent Divine. Has over 600 pages and 20 illustrations.
Price $2.” Best book to sell. No other complete.
800 Agents made first month. Selling by the thousands. Address
H. 8. GOODSPEED & CO.,
14 Barclay Street, New York.
Sms

SPECIAL

41808

Ten-Forties

NEW

FOR

WONDERFUL

Moody and Sankey,

Refined, erushed..8.10%
Powdered
10%
Granulated .10§ @.10%

TEAS.
Gunp'der, ¥ Bb 30
Imperial
30
Hyson
Young Hyson.
|Hyson Skin...

WANTED

THE

8. 9%

15

LUMBER.

Boston,

45-8wl3

AGENTS

Havana, D. 8.—
Nos. 8 to 12...7%
8.

Rockland,¥ cask.@1

Nos.1 &2,11 00
Refuse ....8 00
Hemlock Boar
Nog:1 &2. -9 00 @

head

YB

an

works well in the
ool room, the only place
where any school book can be tested.
.
HIRAM ORCUTT.
.
LYNDON CENTER, Vt., Nov. 20, 1875.
1 have given Prof. A. B. Meservey’s Book-keeping without a Master, a thorough test in the class.
room. Its clearness meets the design exactly, for
work, and it comprises everything
neoessary to
known to the book-keeper, sho!
success
of banking. I bespeak for it unqualifie
In the hands of any teacher.
AN

8.
American,

rs

Something

tions, ‘a London

peculiar kind of spectacles, which have
neither glass nor iron in their composition,
being made of ebonite, and tied on to the

Po

CONCORD, N, H., Aug.2, 1875,
PROF. A. B. MESERVEY, NEW HAMPTON:

LIME.

arctic clic

“Itis the
.

TESTIMONIALS.
ent of Public Instruction of

From the Su

dim

fasten-

have used it:

Blood. -beghen Meat, ried and_ground to a
sweet Meal. Keeps well, Very
n
ous. Fowls

Pine,clear..22 00 @

has

The verdictof all who
best in use.”

X

mate, get so cold that to the human skin
they will have the sensation of being made
of red hot wire.
To obviate these objecoculist

WITHOUT 4 MASTER.
For Common Schools and Academies. Now in
successful use in many schools of this and other

glass part

spectacles is liable to become
the

BOOK-KEEPING

Sas

2
IIB
STILE

reg
Ky. Blue...2
Orchard 3

and cloudy, while the gauze and wire, by
means. of which

Sdugrtisements.
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At City Scales—retail.
Country H

incredse it is

estimated that there will be in four years
one million stands of bees in Los Angelos
and the two adjoining counties, which will
produce
100,000,000
pounds of honey,
worth $20,000,000, which is more than the
value of the sugar and molasses crop of
Louisiana, Texas and Florida combined.
Snow Brixpyess.
The injury to the
sight caused by a long exposure to the
glare of snow has led to various devices
for remedying the
difficulty,
such as,
among others, the use of spectacles of greentinted glass, surrounded by gauze.
These,
however,
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HIDES AND SKINS,
Calcutta Cow, ¥ b—
Slaughter. .

CALIFORNIA AND BEE
CurTURE.
Bee
culture is spreading rapidly in Califor-
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school teac
the
Respectfully
yours,
J. WSIMONDS, Supt. Public Instruction.
“I shall heartily recommend it as the best that
has come to my notice. Every one should have
the work.
T. W. H. HUSSEY, formerly Princi
Nashua High
School.
FUDER LADIES’ SEMINARY,
West/Lebanon, N. H,, Dec. 15, 18,5.
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home of one’s own under the auspices of
a building association.— Springfield Repub-

very

|

milk. When the whole is of about the consistency of cream, pile up in a glass dish,
and put away in a cool place.
Whipped
cream or the whites of eggs well whisked
may be put over the top before serving.—
Arthur's Magazine.

earns

of procuring

box 4

ually adding about a teacupful of cream or

that there is a great waste in cooking, and
that there is included in them some expenditure for stimulants.
The meat bills
ate small, but the flour, potatoes, and nitrogenous vegetables, which take the place
of meat, are not dear, and hardly account
for the peculiar prominence of groceries.
A small per cent. of the sum thus spent

| would

Lor

quart of water, and simmer gently. Strain
off, and pour the liquid over the apples,
adding the juice of half a lemon and three
ounces of white sugar.
Boil gently till the
apples are quite tender, then turn out into a basin, and beat up with a fork, grad-

$466, and who has a boy of 13 earning
$169, total income $615; has a family of
5, livesin 3 poorly furnished rooms in a
poor locality ; his family are meanly dressed; he pays for rent $96, for fuel $33, for
meat, fish and milk about $75, for boots
and shoes and clothing $37.50, dry goods
$10,60, - sundries $17,
and
‘“groceries”
$347.89! This is nearly a dollar a day, and
¢ groceries” of these laboring men often
amounts to that sum per day.
This Irishman does not lay up
anything, and no
wonder. We can only explain the great
disproportion of the groceries in these
statements by presuming that the buying

iu
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Rangoon,
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Granulated sugar 24 Sense ratananns
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fe-

making a cask, and put his little son inside

of her
she

trate:

There is a coSper in Paoli, Ind., who
showed his lack of forethought, the other

ernment.

A Rochester woman picked

‘ does not your Bible say

State,

pour

Mi
Oat Meal
Oil Cake,

pudding, when cool, and bake it in a moderate oven. It will cut light and clear.
You may add ‘candied orange and citron

the most instructive papers ever produced
on the real condition of our working classes. The families have been taken with
some care to their being representative,
‘the statistics of each one were collected
carefully by an evening visit of the agent
to the laborer’s home, often by appointment and after an opportunity had been
given for the collection of the requisite
data by the head of the family.
The'returns are given, family by family,
and
then tabulated to present the answer to almost every question that can be asked.
There is one remarkable feature of these
accounts, and that is the great disproportion expended for ¢‘ groceries.”
To illus-

man has an ox oran ass that falls into a
pit on the Sabbath day, he may pull him
out?” ¢ Yes,” answered Hayop, ‘ but if
the ass has a habit of falling into the same
pit every Sabbath
day, then the man

the

settlers

paid,

as come legitimately within

master,

barque

TRANSPARENT PUDDING. Beat eight eggs
very well; put them intoa stewpan, with
half
a pound of sugar pounded fine, the
same quantity of butter, and some nutmeg
| grated; set iton the fire, and keep stirring
it till it thickens; put a rich puff paste

round the edge of the dish;
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$100,000

over

bake it until

pie in

light brown.— Housekeeper.

The special ‘investigation by the Massachusetts Labor Bureau into the condition
of 397 families of skilled and
unskilled
laborers, all

oven and

the
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Damages to upward
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-Roll out and line a' pudding-dish
Place the hash in this dish and

cover it with the paste.

OUTLAY OF GROCERIES.

males.
A Syrian convert
to Christianity was
urged by his employer to work on Sunday, but he declined.
¢ But,” said the

Trade League.

a paste.
with it.

ow

Free

Ah,

Cook

till done.
add but-

Sc

York

Of these, 4,406 were

in bed?

he wrought, and did everything by halves.
— Harper's Bazar.
.
—
A

He, was recently in-

last past, 119,087.

are

do not get

of water.

88 8% 33 888

David A. Wells is drafting a new tariff
bill, which is to be presented to the House,

New

Bridge Company

brought 33,827 ; took away 12,592, leaving
21,235; a total gain of 69,172. The
Chinese immigration has been,during the past
year, 18,144, and during the thirteen years

the doctors to drug and mangle him.

1

. 3888S

Charles O'Connor is now nearly well
again, .and attributes his extraordinary
recovery to his steadfast refusal to allow

baty-who

teacup

ter and milk and enough flourto make

oh

no! Solomon's sluggard was doubtlessa
worthless fellow, who slept as lazily as

brought us 74,772 persons, and took away
29,835, leaving a gain of 44,937.
The sea

cash.

and

up at all till honest folks

ander, in fine condition, kept so thus far
during the winter,grazing in his blue grass
pastures without any other feed.
The San Francisco Alta, of the 3d instant, says: During the year 1875, the rail

ago, of $350,000 in bonds and $84,000 in

must

if he based his wisdom

what of the owl

John T. Alexander, the great farmer, has
1,200 head of cattle on his farm near Alex-

Fresh eggs are selling for twenty cents
a dozen in New York.
. San Francisco has just had colder weather than it has known before for ten years.
«+ J. L. Termer has confessed to the robbery of a bank in Quincy, Illinois, one year

but

late bird starved for want of worms; and

formed thatif he would apologize he would
be readmitted. His answer was as follows :
“J am charged with accusing certain members of your honorable body with jobbing,
corrupt practices, etc. I did make such
a charge.
It is true, dnd I am sorry for
it.”
:

:

doing,

one

fe asacans
a"

their right names.

have

so

onions,

these together in a saucepan
Boil six potatoes, mash them;

—

Topeka,

oil docks, at Weehawken, N. J., is charged
with embezzling
between
$15,000 and

of the

the piers are to be sunk is

of Chicago at a captract price of about
$5,000,000.
The legislative = correspondent of the
Charleston News and Courier was suspended from the privileges of the floor last December for calling persons and things by

. Kansas, has received instructions from
Washington to prosecute at once the persons who have been engaged in the Pottawatomie Indian frauds.
Henry Sweet, superintendent of the Erie

been foolish in

five

his early rising.
The question is, What
does he do after he is up? The early bird
has been catching the worm
for many
generations, but I never heard that the

from 50 to 60 feet deep and some 50 more
feet below the river bed must be excavatThe total
ed to give solid foundations.
hight of the piers will be 230 feet, and the
Itis to
tracks 190 feet above the water.

be built by the American

sun,
have

@ tt

The river where

wise man who used to rise with the
or before it, in our copy books, may

been foolish

The Great Bridge to be erected at Poughkeepsie, N. Y., will be an immense affair.
There will be four spans of 525 feet each.
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some

the skin of the sea-
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an act for trans-
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aided by
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last

horse, and about an inch in thickness, is
now in use by platers and emery-wheel
manufacturers for polishing purposes.

The President returned

PAINTS.
Lead, White—
Engp.inoil 12X8.
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in an amended form.

CANDLES.

8
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A leather made from

ferring the custody of certain Indian trust
funds from the Interior to the Treasury
department.
Several bills of public importance were reported from the judiciary
committee.
The consular and diplomatic
appropriation bill was discussed at length
in committee of the whole.
In the Senate, Friday, Mr. Morton spoke
for nearly an hour in favor of Pinchback’s
admission as Senator from Louisiana.
The House was engaged in the econsideration of private bills. Both branches adjourned till Monday.

$25,000.

earth-

to the

previous

Company,

What superior virtue is there in sleeping
installment to sleeping in the lump?

State, ¥ OZ

For the weck ending Feb. 2, 1876.

m ea
Por

rect Cable
break.

The Louisiana senatorship question will be

at

actual measurement,

M. Wallon, minister of public instructionin France, has ordered the restoration
of the Cathedral at Rheims, at a cost of
$400,000.
2
Five thousand dollars in gold is stated
to have been the income per day to the Di-

The bill to pay the interest on the 3.65
District of Columbia bonds was passed by

States attorney,

by

An Irish editor says he can see no

the presidency, was defeated in the Wouse.

The United

Itasca, is,

ly reason why women should not be allowed to become medical men.

Wednesday, the District interestbill was

unapproved,

declar-

twenty-three feet and four inches wide.

the principal subject considered in the
Senate.
The proposed amendment. to the
Constitution, prohibiting a second term for

to the House,

Mr. Gladstone.

river, where it leaves

The Mississippi
Lake

BosTON WHOLESALE PRICES.
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ee

The great defect of the English people is

But little business of importance was
The
Tuesday.
transacted in Congress,
District interest bill was discussed in the
Senate, without reching a vote; while the
House was engaged principally in debating
a proposed constitutional amendment limiting the presidential term.

Cockroach=

at a distance.

es will flee the plant which has been washed in cool alum. Sugar barrels and boxes
can be freed from ants by drawing a chalk
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nounce it?

It is 568 years since Switzerland
ed her independence of Austria.

1 English House Cannel .......uv00, 17.00
@ 1 800
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.....cooovmve
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we
1200 @ 0

mark just around the edgeof the top of
The mark must be unbroken, or
take a nap after a noon-day dinner ; but the them.
efficiency of their waking hours is a suffi- they will creep over it; but a continuous
cient justification for their midday . repose. chalk mark half an inch in width will set
retail. .....750 @
Sleep anywhere and everywhere is good. their depredations at naught. Powdered
CArgO......6
08
So for Napoleon and the others who are alum or borax will keep the chinch bugs
COFFEE.
brandished over us as having wrought their at a respectable distance, and travelers Mocha,¥ B......8.
[6] TIERRA
{
great deeds on four hours’ sleep,in the first should always carry a package in their Java... Voi Q.
Maracaibo.... 19 @.
PETROLEUM.
place I do not believe a word of it, and in -hand bags, to scatter over and under their
15% @. 18
N
the second place, if they did, it was but pillows in places where they have reason
. | Refined
13 &.
an exception, and ‘we might just as well to'suspect the presence of such bedfellows.
verse
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put our eyes out because Homer wrote
++
25
PRODUCE.
“Iliad ” without any, as to rub open our
RECIPES.
Apples, #bbl 225 @
eyes at four o'clock in the morning be- |:
Rred
¥ B....0 @
OATMEAL GEMS.
Soak over night one
DOMESTICS.
sliced,
¥ B...10 §.
cause Napoleon slept four hours in the sad- 1
and Shirtings~
¥ b— Prime
cup of oatmeal for one cup of cold water Sheetings
dle. One man’s need is no rule for another
Heavy 4-4...9
@. 9%
N.Y....88
and a little salt; in the morning, add one
man’s life. There is but one
infallible
cup of sour milk, one tablespoonful of suwed
@. 4)
rule for sleep, that every one Sleeps till
gar, one teaspoonful of soda, and fine oat- Cotton FI'n’ls.8%@. 22
he wakes himself; and for the awake, that
Prints.....c...6
@
17
meal enough to make them as stiff as frit- | Denims...% «+ «9.
they shut the doors softly, so as not to
ters (wheat flour will do to thicken it, but
FISH.
disturb those who are asleep.
oatmeal is better). This will make two
If one should desire a few little secondacakes, if you wish to bake it like *‘ Johnny
ry rules, it might be well to warn him
cake.”
against. self-glorification.
Neither rising
Meat Pie.
One pound beef, cut small,
early availeth anything,
nor rising late. The

Are your words of more weight when
you propound anything than when you an-

mental indolence, says

Markets.

of

Some people are called lazy because they

fice.

. jects.

discussed Friday.

to keep insects

by

plenty

alum is added to the lime, it will also serve

"THE LAW 0: SLEEP.

the scales at 165 pounds.
One of the original proprietors of the
Boston Herald is now a comp. in the of-

trict bonds was discussed in the Senate
The
through the greater part of Monday.
House passéd, with but trifling amendment,
the military.academy appropriation bill as
Mr. Morrison,
reported by the committee.
the chairman of the ways and means committee, reported a tariff bill. Under the
call of states for bills, for reference, about
200 were introduced on a variety of sub-

the Senate, Thursday,

:

‘An’ 11-year old boy in Epping, N. H., tips

3.65 Dis-

The bill to pay interest on the

If, in whitewashing a ceiling,
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, NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
person who takes a newspaper rege
1. Any
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courts have decided

that refusing 3

Toke The.
periodicals from the
take newspapers and
and leaving then uncalled
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is prima facie evidence of intentional fraud.
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